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FADE IN:

EXT. SMALL ARIZONA BORDER TOWN - DAY

ISAIAH JENNINGS and RONNIE HYNES, both 13, Caucasian, hide in 
the desert brush. BB guns are strapped across their backs. 
Isaiah scans the neighborhood through an old pair of 
binoculars.   

RONNIE
What do you see, Isaiah?

Isaiah eyes the chain link fences surrounding the houses. 
Plastic toys faded from the sun pepper the dirt lawns.  The 
only thing that moves is a dog who viciously barks, clamoring 
to get out of his pen.

ISAIAH
Nothing.

Isaiah sits back, leaning against his bike.  Ronnie opens a 
pack of SKOAL Bandits, pinches one between his gum and lip 
and then holds the can out to Isaiah. Isaiah takes one.   

RONNIE
My mom thinks Skoal's gross. Hasn't 
kissed my dad in years because of 
it. 

ISAIAH
What about when he don't got it in? 

RONNIE
Nope. 

ISAIAH
Do they still, you know? 

RONNIE
Don't think so. 

ISAIAH
Huh. 

After a moment, Isaiah quietly puts his Bandit on the ground. 

RONNIE
He’s moving out. 
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ISAIAH
Who?

RONNIE
My dad.

ISAIAH
Over Skoal? 

RONNIE
No, man, not over Skoal. He and my 
mom just don't get along anymore. 
He’s moving up to Phoenix.  

ISAIAH
Shit. What for? 

RONNIE
Got a ranching job up there, I 
guess. Says he’s aching to get his 
boots dirty again.   

ISAIAH
When you gonna get to see him?

RONNIE
On school breaks, or he said he'd 
come down on weekends when he ain't 
working.  Pretty much never.

A voice comes across the walkie talkie.  It is MIKEY, 13.  

MIKEY
(over the walkie talkie)

Isaiah, Ronnie. There's movement on 
the road. A low-riding Bronco. 
Over.  

Isaiah picks up the walkie talkie.

ISAIAH
Roger that, Mikey. We're moving in.

Isaiah and Ronnie grab the guns off their backs. They scan 
the horizon, but nothing stirs.  They scamper behind a tin-
roof shed.

A Bronco SUV rides up the main road toward them, leaving a 
trail of dust behind it.  There is nothing low-riding about 
it.  
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ISAIAH (CONT’D)
(into the walkie talkie)

We're in formation. When they pass 
O.L.B., open fire.   

MIKEY
Roger.

(beat)
What's O.L.B.?

ISAIAH 
Old Lady Bidell's.

MIKEY
Copy that. 

Isaiah and Ronnie pump their BB buns and bring them into 
position.  They watch the Bronco getting closer and closer.  

ISAIAH
(under his breath)

Three, Two, One. 

They squeeze the triggers and hit the side of the truck. The 
BBs ding off of the front quarter panel and the driver's side 
door.  

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Yes! 

RONNIE
Bullseye! 

The front passenger side window of the Bronco shatters.

ISAIAH
Oh, shit!  

They take off running back to their bikes and jump on them, 
pedaling as fast as they can.  Mikey comes around the bend.  
Mikey is heavier than Isaiah and Ronnie, and he's already 
starting to get out of breath. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
What’d you do?  

MIKEY
Guess my pumps are too much for 
this gun.   
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RONNIE
No, your aim just sucks. 

MIKEY
Fuck you. 

The Bronco comes around the corner. 

ISAIAH AND MIKEY AND RONNIE
Shit!  

They turn and cut between the houses. 

RONNIE
Let's split up. He can't catch us 
all.  

MIKEY
No way!  He'll kill one of us if 
we're alone.  

ISAIAH
I think we should stick together.  

Ronnie stops.  

RONNIE
Go!

Mikey doesn’t hesitate. He keeps going.  Isaiah stops with 
Ronnie. 

RONNIE (CONT’D)
(to Isaiah)

Go, man, go!  

The Bronco closes in and Ronnie starts in a different 
direction than Mikey. 

Isaiah finally takes off in a third direction.  

EXT. ARIZONA ROAD - DAY

Isaiah pedals faster and faster. He turns to look. No one is 
following him. 
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EXT. JENNINGS HOME - DAY

Isaiah drops his bike onto the dirt lawn and runs past an RV 
that is a regular fixture on the gravel drive. The RV has a 
camouflage awning, a Marines flag and various bumper 
stickers: Branson, MO, The Ozarks, Gatlinburg. 

A sign is bolted to the RV: GUNS DON’T KILL PEOPLE, PEOPLE 
KILL PEOPLE. KEEP OUR GUNS SAFE.

INT. JENNINGS HOME - LIVING ROOM

The phone is ringing as Isaiah rushes in.  

ISAIAH
(answering the phone)

Ronnie?  Oh, hey, Mikey. Good.  
Good thing.  Have you heard from 
Ronnie? Me neither.  All right. 

He hangs up the phone, but picks it right back up and dials. 
No one answers.  He hangs up and waits.  More seconds tick 
by.  He looks at the clock.  Finally, the phone rings again. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Ronnie? 

A huge smile crosses Isaiah's face. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
You scared the shit out of me, man.  
All right. All right.  Sounds good.   
Oh, and hey, 

(beat)
I’m sorry about your dad. 

Isaiah hangs up the phone and grabs a generic lime soda from 
the refrigerator. 

Isaiah flops on the couch and flips on the TV.  His dad's 
channel - the LOCAL FOX CHANNEL - pops up.  Across the bottom 
of the screen reads: Hanson Meyers, Congressman (R). 

MEYERS, late 50’s, is the State Representative from this 
area. 

MYERS
It’s unfortunate about those girls.  
This is why we need to guard our 
borders. 
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Isaiah flips the channel. He lands on a Telenovela.  There is 
a beautiful, LATINA WOMAN on the screen in an intimate moment 
with a LATINO MAN.  Isaiah cannot take his eyes off the 
woman, her breasts nearly bursting from her dress.  

Isaiah checks over his shoulder to make sure there is no one 
else around. 

TELENOVELA MAN
(in Spanish)

Can I kiss you, Magdalena?

MAGDALENA
Si, Antonio. 

Antonio grabs Magdalena and they kiss passionately.  

A knock at the front door startles Isaiah and he quickly 
clicks off the TV. 

Isaiah crosses to answer the door. On the wall hangs a framed 
emblem of a skull and crossbones. The crossbones are made 
from two AK-47's. The backdrop of the picture is a map of the 
U.S. in camouflage. Across the bottom is written Arizona 
Border Militia. 

Isaiah opens the door. HECTOR, 11, Mexican, stands on the 
front step. Isaiah does not open the screen door, but talks 
to Hector through the screen. 

ISAIAH
What do you want?  

HECTOR
Your mom sent me to get her tools. 

ISAIAH
My mom's in Nogales. 

HECTOR
No, she's at my house. 

Isaiah does not move. 

HECTOR (CONT’D)
Please.

INT. JENNINGS' HOME - PARENTS' BEDROOM - DAY

Isaiah grabs a huge black bag from the top of the closet. 
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EXT. JENNINGS' HOME - DAY

Hector is pressing his nose against the screen when Isaiah 
appears out of nowhere.

Isaiah opens the screen, and Hector reaches for the bag, but 
Isaiah keeps it out of Hector's reach.   

ISAIAH
I'll take it.  

EXT. ARIZONA BORDER TOWN STREET - DAY

Isaiah, the huge bag balanced on his handlebars, rides behind 
Hector, who is leading the way.   

They ride by a billboard: "Show me the birth certificate." 

They pass through town and then continue along the rural road 
leading out of it. 

EXT. HECTOR'S NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY 

A shanty town of dilapidated houses lines the rural road.  
Laundry, covered in the day's dust, hangs from sagging 
clotheslines and out of windows.  Rooms have been added to 
some places made out of scrap metal and tar paper.  Garbage 
blows along beside Isaiah and Hector as they ride.  

EXT. HECTOR'S HOUSE - DAY

Hector drops his bike and scampers toward the house as Isaiah 
stops and takes in the place.  The pink, adobe facade of the 
house is faded.  Broken Christmas lights run along the roof 
line. A makeshift altar with the Virgin Mary and a tarnished 
golden cross serves as the lawn ornament. 

Tucked behind the house is a red hatchback, his mother’s.  

HECTOR
Come on!

INT. HECTOR'S HOUSE - DAY

Screams can be heard coming from inside as Isaiah enters 
behind Hector.    
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Isaiah stops when he sees ALMA, 30's, Mexican, very heavy-
set.  She is sweat-drenched and pregnant, kneeling on a 
blanket on the floor.

EUGENIE JENNINGS, Isaiah's mother, 29, tiny in stature, is 
trying her best to help Alma stay upright.  Alma screams 
again.  

HECTOR
Mami, we're here! 

EUGENIE
Bring me the bag.      

HECTOR
He's got it. 

Eugenie turns to see Isaiah. 

EUGENIE
(to Hector)

I told you to go to Emma Rose's 
place.

HECTOR
No one was home. 

Alma screams again. Eugenie gathers her composure, focusing 
again on what she is doing.  

EUGENIE
(to Isaiah)

Hand me the stool.

Isaiah stares at Alma, blood dripping down her legs, a pool 
of wetness and blood at her feet. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
The stool! 

Isaiah unzips the bag and pulls out a white, plastic birthing 
stool. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
Put it over here. 

Alma is a howling, bloody mess, and Eugenie inadvertently 
lifts Alma's sweat-soaked, cotton nightshirt, allowing Isaiah 
to see the woman’s vagina, swollen with the onset of birth.
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EUGENIE (CONT’D)
Isaiah. Isaiah!  

Looking down at his feet, he walks closer, but not too close.  
He places the stool down and then scoots it with his foot.  
Eugenie grabs it and places it next to Alma.  

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
Both of you take one of her arms.  

ISAIAH
What? 

HECTOR
What? 

EUGENIE
Help me lift her.   

Isaiah takes one side and Hector the other.  Both boys have 
to press their full weight against Alma to hold her up.  
Hector is smaller than Isaiah and he starts to slip. 

ISAIAH
Hold her up she said.

Hector gets his footing and helps once again.  Eugenie slips 
the stool beneath the large woman. 

EUGENIE
Now keep her steady. I need to give 
her something. 

Hector and Isaiah continue to hold her.  Hector looks at 
Isaiah, but Isaiah refuses to look at Hector.

Eugenie rummages through the bag to find an antibiotic.  She 
fills a syringe.

ALMA
I need to lie down! 

EUGENIE
Not yet.  Gravity is the best 
friend you’ve got right now.  

Alma wails again.  
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INT. HECTOR'S HOUSE - DAY

Isaiah mops up the floor, doing what he has been told, but he 
refuses to look up at Eugenie, who watches him as she dries 
her midwife tools.  

MANUEL, 30, Mexican, dressed in ranch hand clothes, rushes 
in.   

MANUEL
Alma?  

EUGENIE
(in broken Spanish)

They're sleeping. Your daughter 
came twenty minutes. Alma with 
fever. Both are good now.   

Eugenie finishes with the tools, placing them inside the 
black bag and zips it.  

MANUEL
Gracias. 

Manuel goes to hug Eugenie, but Eugenie puts her hand up to 
stop Manuel. 

EUGENIE
Dociento, por favor. 

MANUEL
Oh.  Si, si.

Manuel hands her bills from a small wad of cash. 

EUGENIE
Thank you. 

(to Isaiah)
It's time to go. 

EXT. HECTOR'S HOUSE - EVENING

Isaiah walks to his bike as Eugenie walks beside him, 
carrying the black bag.  

EUGENIE
We need to talk about what just 
happened in there.  
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ISAIAH
I don't want to.  

EUGENIE
I didn't ask if you wanted to. Emma 
Rose can’t see too well anymore. 
She asked me to look after Alma--   

ISAIAH
Everybody knows Hector ain't legal. 

EUGENIE
No, he's not. But -- 

ISAIAH
What's Pops going to say when he 
finds out you delivered an anchor 
baby?  

EUGENIE
I don't plan on telling him. And I 
don't want you to, either.  

ISAIAH
You want me to lie to Pops?   

EUGENIE
I want you not to tell him.  

ISAIAH
You always said me not telling you 
something just to avoid getting in 
trouble is worse than doing what I 
ain't supposed to be doing in the 
first place.

EUGENIE
This isn't like you shooting tin 
cans when you got schoolwork to do.  
It's in both of our best interests 
if you keep this one to yourself.  

ISAIAH
My best interest? How is you 
undoing everything Pops is fighting 
for in my best interest? 

Eugenie is trying not to lose her cool with Isaiah. 
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EUGENIE
Your dad hasn’t worked in nearly 
six months.  I only delivered two 
babies in the last three.  How do 
you suppose we eat? 

ISAIAH
Pops lost his job because of these 
people.  

EUGENIE
Your dad lost h-- .

She catches herself, biting her tongue. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
You're just a kid. You don't -   

ISAIAH
I ain't a kid. I'll be fourteen in 
two weeks.  

Eugenie watches him.  He has grown taller than she is. 

EUGENIE
You're right.  You ain't a kid no 
more. But you're not a grown up, 
neither. At some point you will be.  
And that day will be when you're 
ready to take whatever consequences 
come your way.  You tell your daddy 
if you need to.  But you just be 
sure you're ready for whatever 
comes. 

Isaiah gets on his bike and rides away. 

INT. JENNINGS' HOME - ISAIAH'S ROOM - NIGHT

Isaiah lies on his bed, staring at the ceiling, his hands 
clasped behind his head. The clock reads 1:00 AM. 

The front door of the house can be heard opening and closing.

INT. JENNINGS' HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

PERSHING JENNINGS, early 30's, hangs up his canvas jacket and 
boonie hat. He has a significant limp.  
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Isaiah enters.  

PERSHING
What are you still doing awake?

ISAIAH
Couldn't sleep.  

Pershing starts to undo his boots. Isaiah notices there is 
not a lick of dirt on them. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Did you catch anybody tonight?  

PERSHING
Did we. Four of them with huge 
packs. Border Patrol nabbed them 
just before they hit the refuge. 
They had more than a couple hundred 
grand worth of marijuana on them. 

ISAIAH
Shit. 

PERSHING
Watch your mouth. 

ISAIAH
Sorry. 

PERSHING
But yeah, "Shit." 

They both smile. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Oh, hey, here. Take a look at this. 

Pershing reaches into the pocket of his work shirt.

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Border Patrol took it off one of 
them illegals.  Said his son gave 
it to him for good luck.  Didn't do 
him much good, the way I see it.     

It is a pin with a hand-painted medallion with a coat of arms 
on it.  Isaiah runs his fingers across the medallion. 

ISAIAH
Cool. 
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He hands it back toward his dad. 

PERSHING
Keep it.

ISAIAH
ReallY? 

Pershing nods. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Thanks.

Pershing starts to settle in on the couch to unwind. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Pops? 

PERSHING
Yeah? 

ISAIAH
What if I knew someone who was 
helping the illegals? 

Pershing turns to Isaiah.  His mood has changed. 

PERSHING
Do you? 

ISAIAH
Not sure.  But what if I did? 

PERSHING
Who is it? 

ISAIAH
I’m not sure if he is, so I don’t 
want to say yet.

Pershing thinks on this a moment, debating whether to push 
Isaiah further or not.  

PERSHING
Well, if it's a friend of yours, 
you set him straight.  You tell him 
that this is an invasion on our 
country.  They ain't just here to 
start a new life. They're here to 
take what's ours.  All of it.  Our 
land, our jobs, our rights.  

(MORE)
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(beat)
And if he still don't listen to 
you, then you cut him off.  He's 
the enemy just like them illegals 
he's helping. You hear me? 

Pershing looks at Isaiah to make sure what he has said has 
sunk in.  Isaiah nods and turns toward bed. Satisfied, 
Pershing sits back and turns on the television. The Spanish 
Telenovela channel comes on.  

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Jesus Christ! This is what I’m 
talking about.  They don’t learn 
English so we just give them their 
own damn channels. 

Isaiah heads back to his room as Pershing flips the channel.

ISAIAH
Night, Pops. 

EXT. JENNINGS HOME - DAY

Pershing works under the hood of his pickup truck.  He walks 
around to the driver's side and tries to start the truck, but 
it doesn't turn over.

PERSHING
Shit.  

Pershing walks back around to the engine.

FITZ, 70’s, exits the RV on the driveway, wearing a Marines 
ballcap. 

FITZ
I'll take a look.

PERSHING
I can handle it, Dad. 

FITZ
Don't look that way to me. You 
forget I fixed M48s in the Marines? 

PERSHING
You'd never let me. 

PERSHING (CONT'D)
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FITZ
A damn pickup ain't going to beat 
me. 

PERSHING
Like your RV there did.  

FITZ
I told you I'm waiting for a part. 

PERSHING
You been waiting eight months. 

FITZ
Harv said they don't make them 
anymore. It takes time to find it.  

PERSHING
Uh huh.  

Pershing steps aside and walks to the back of the truck, 
while Fitz messes under the hood. Isaiah rides up on his 
bike.

PERSHING (CONT’D)
(to Isaiah)

Where you been? 

ISAIAH
Around.   

PERSHING
You talk to that friend of yours? 

ISAIAH
Yeah, it was just a 
misunderstanding. 

Pershing is loading his truck up for the night's patrol.  
Isaiah watches him. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
You know, Pops, I’m pretty sure I’m 
ready to go out on patrol with you.

PERSHING
You are, are you? 
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ISAIAH
Yeah, I can hit a PBR can from 
sixty yards.  Straight on the 
ribbon nearly every time. 

PERSHING
That’s good. That’s damn good. 

ISAIAH
So can I go? 

PERSHING
Nope, just like the last dozen 
times you asked me. 

ISAIAH
But you say all the time that it’s 
getting worse out there.  That you 
need more men. 

PERSHING
Men, not boys. 

ISAIAH
I ain’t a boy!

Pershing does not like being talked to this way and with one 
look he stops Isaiah. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Sorry, Pops.  I just want to fight 
these people with you.

Fitz comes out from under the hood. 

FITZ 
Now try it. 

Pershing turns the ignition and the truck starts right up. 

FITZ (CONT’D)
Haven't lost my touch. 

Fitz notices the medallion with the coat of arms on a chain 
around Isaiah’s neck. 

FITZ (CONT’D)
What you got there? 
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ISAIAH
Dad got it off an illegal on patrol 
last night. 

FITZ
(to Pershing)

Is that what you call it? Patrol? 
Shit. That’s just pissing in the 
desert.

Pershing walks around and slams the hood down, hard. He looks 
at Fitz. 

FITZ (CONT’D)
Well, it is. You’re just a bunch of 
wannabe Marines. You ain't even 
trained.    

PERSHING
We train all the time. Hell, half 
our men are Marines. 

(to Isaiah)
How long has Hynes, Ronnie’s dad, 
been a Marine? 

ISAIAH
Signed up for the reserves right 
out of high school.  

FITZ
Reserves, figures, half-assed 
soldiers. No real Marine would show 
his face with the likes of you.

This hits Pershing, but he bites his tongue. 

FITZ (CONT’D)
We would have had four generations 
if it wasn’t for that damn leg of 
yours. 

PERSHING
I know.  It's a shame how my leg 
affected your life.

FITZ
Well, no matter. We got Isaiah 
here. He'll be our fourth.  

(to Isaiah)
Why don't you come down with me to 
the VFW tonight?  

(MORE)
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Two Marines just got back from 
Afghani.  Boy do they got some 
stories to tell.  Like when they 
was in Kabul, they saw this woman.  
She was coming toward them. They 
told her to stop - 

PERSHING
He's coming with me tonight. 

ISAIAH
I am? 

FITZ
What for?

ISAIAH
But you said -- 

PERSHING
I changed my mind.  I decided it’s 
time you see what we do out there. 

Eugenie stands at the door, a cleaning rag in her hand. She 
has heard the last bit of the conversation. 

EUGENIE
He don't need to see anything of 
the sort.  

FITZ
See? Even Genie’s embarrassed by 
what you do. That settles it then. 

(to Isaiah)
You’re coming with me. 

EUGENIE
He’s not doing that neither. There 
ain’t no sense in a kid running 
around with grown men. 

PERSHING
Hell, I was working two jobs by the 
time I was his age.  What do you 
want to do, Isaiah? You’re man 
enough to decide.  

Isaiah likes his father calling him a man. 

FITZ (CONT'D)
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ISAIAH
(to Eugenie)

I’m going with Pops. 

Eugenie throws the cleaning rag down and goes back into the 
house.

FITZ
Oh, shit! 

ISAIAH
I'll take a rain check, Grandpa!

But Fitz is already heading back to the RV in a huff. 
Pershing smiles ear-to-ear watching his father go. 

PERSHING
(to Isaiah)

Go on, get in.  

Isaiah runs around and jumps into the passenger seat. 

INT. JENNINGS' HOME - PARENTS' BEDROOM - DAY

Sitting on the bed, Eugenie has a small, wooden box open on 
her lap. A stack of small bills are held together with a 
rubber band. Eugenie undoes the rubber band and places a 
fifty dollar bill on top of the stack.  It is the largest 
bill by far.

Eugenie unfolds a piece of paper from the box.  At the top is 
written GOAL. At one time it was $3000.  That is crossed out, 
as are $2500 and $2000.  The current goal is $1500.

The total has gone up and down, with the highest at $849.  It 
currently is at $376.  She adds the fifty to it.  The total 
is now $426.  

She crosses out $1500 and writes $1000.

EXT. ARIZONA BORDER MILITIA TRAILER - EVENING

Pershing and Isaiah pull up to the trailer area in Pershing's 
pick up.  They get out and Pershing unlocks the silver cab in 
the back, taking out a pistol.  

ISAIAH
Do I get to carry one of those? 
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PERSHING
(ignoring the question)

Come on. 

MEMBERS of the Arizona Border Militia, 20's to 60's, all 
males, all dressed in camouflage and khaki, are standing 
around a jeep.  Their jackets have the same emblem that hangs 
on the Jennings' living room wall: a skull with AK-47's as 
crossbones and the United States in camouflage.  

One group has just finished patrolling as another gets ready 
to go on duty.  

The former group bids farewell as Pershing and Isaiah join. 
The group leaving eyes Isaiah.  Pershing’s group: JAKE, 40’s, 
HUMPHREY, 60’s, and MILES, 20’s, remain.  

JAKE
What’s your little shit doing here?  

PERSHING
You'll address him by his name.

HUMPHREY
The code is no members before 
they're sixteen.

PERSHING
He ain't a member. He's just 
observing.  Besides, I ain't 
telling no one.  You?  

HUMPHREY
Nah.  I ain't telling anyone.  

PERSHING
Miles? 

MILES
No.  

Pershing looks at Jake. 

JAKE 
Don't let him get in the way.  

Pershing jumps into the driver's seat of the jeep while Jake 
gets into the passenger side.  Isaiah rides in the back 
squeezed between Humphrey and Miles. 
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EXT. DESERT - LATE NIGHT

Pershing looks through the night binoculars as Isaiah yawns 
and rubs his eyes. Isaiah takes out a package of peanut 
butter crackers from his pocket and opens them, the crinkling 
noise ringing out.  He starts munching on one. 

Jake stares down Isaiah. 

JAKE
Whose side are you on? 

Isaiah stuffs the cracker into his pocket without putting it 
back into the package, swallowing his mouthful quietly. 

HUMPHREY
(talking quietly)

Did you hear about those girls up 
in the Patagonias? Miles and I were 
up there that day. 

MILES
Yeah, we spotted two illegals on 
the ridge. Called Border Patrol.

HUMPHREY
Girls probably came across their 
drop. Shot in the head both of 
them. 

JAKE
I would have marched them ‘Spics 
back across the border myself if I 
had seen them.

MILES
Right, you and their oozies.

Isaiah smiles.  Pershing winks at him and then looks through 
the binoculars.

JAKE
I’d have shoved my pistol right up 
their ass. They’d  have begged me 
to let them go home. And shit, when 
I took them home, their Mexi-Hos 
would have begged me to stay. “Fuck 
me like a real man, Jake. Fu--” 

PERSHING
Shut up. 
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JAKE
What? 

PERSHING
Just shut up a second.

Pershing continues to watch through the binoculars. Something 
has caught his eye. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Up there by the tree on the right, 
lying on the ground. 

Jake puts his own night binoculars up to his eyes. 

Isaiah leans in closer.  Pershing hands him the binoculars. 

Through the binoculars, Isaiah can see a MEXICAN MAN, 20’s, 
with a large pack on his back now scampering through the 
brush.  This is real. 

Pershing picks up the satellite phone. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Watson, it's Pershing. We got an 
illegal with a large pack crossing, 
Thirty-one degrees, 20, 25 North 
and three miles east of NTR at 112 
degrees, 56, 10 west.  

Over the radio, a Border Patrol agent, WATSON, can be heard. 

WATSON
Roger that.  We're tied up over 
here with a half dozen of our own. 
I'll call for back up and send them 
your way.  Over and out. 

JAKE
Back up? Fuck, they ain't going to 
get here in time.   

Pershing looks into the night goggles again. The Mexican man 
can be seen getting farther and farther away.  Pershing looks 
at Isaiah, who is watching his father's every move. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
He's going to stroll in, drop his 
drug load, and then become a bona 
fide welfare recipient. 

(MORE)
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In the Army, we’d never have let 
him get away.

Pershing looks at Isaiah and then puts the Jeep into drive. 

HUMPHREY
What are you doing? 

PERSHING
He ain't getting away from me 
neither.

Isaiah smiles at his father. 

HUMPHREY
We're just supposed to watch and 
call BP.  

JAKE
A lotta good that did those girls.   

Pershing drives toward the Mexican man.  The man turns. He 
knows he is being pursued.  He tries to run, but there is 
nowhere to go.  The Jeep is closing in too fast. 

MILES
Humphrey's right.  What if he's got 
a gun?  

JAKE
We got guns!  

Isaiah is getting caught up in the pursuit. Jake notices.

JAKE (CONT’D)
This kid here’s got more balls than 
the two of you put together. 

MILES
Fuck you. 

The Mexican man cannot get away.  He turns around like a 
caged animal as Pershing slams the Jeep into park.  Isaiah 
starts to get out. 

PERSHING
(to Isaiah)

Stay here. 

ISAIAH
But I --   

JAKE (CONT’D)
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PERSHING
I said, “Stay here.” 

Isaiah slumps back, sulking. Humphrey does not move either. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
(to Humphrey)

Suit yourself. 

Miles and Jake jump out of the jeep to join Pershing, hands 
covering their guns. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
(yelling to the Mexican 
man)

Que paso, mi amigo? 

The three militia members surround the Mexican man. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
What you got in there?  In your 
mochila?  That’s what you call it, 
ain’t it? Your mochila? You 
bringing us some drugs? 

The man back ups, trying to keep Pershing and Jake from 
taking his backpack and he runs into Miles. 

Miles pushes the man back into the center of the circle. The 
man turns around and Jake grabs his pack. The man struggles 
against Jake. Pershing grabs the man’s head in a headlock and 
Jake knees him in the belly. Miles strips the backpack off 
the man’s back. 

Miles dumps the pack on the ground and rummages through its 
contents.  There are cigarettes, dirty clothes, bottles of 
water, half-eaten packages of food, but no drugs.  Jake helps 
himself to the cigarettes.  

The man flails against Pershing, and Pershing delivers 
another blow to the man’s belly again, causing the man to 
double over and fall.  

Isaiah cannot take his eyes off his father, but Isaiah’s face 
no longer registers excitement, only fear.

The Mexican man whips Pershing’s good leg out from underneath 
him and Pershing falls flat on his back.  

ISAIAH
Pops! 
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The Mexican man grabs a switchblade out of his back pocket. 
He stabs at Pershing, but misses. Jake seizes the man and 
tosses him from atop Pershing.  

Pershing scrambles up and soon Miles, Pershing, and Jake are 
kicking the man over and over, Isaiah’s face flinching with 
each blow.  

HUMPHREY
God damn it! 

Pershing slams the man’s head with the butt of his gun and 
the man collapses. He no longer moves. 

Pershing looks at Isaiah who has seen it all. 

INT. DESERT - NIGHT

The Mexican man, unconscious, rides across Jake’s lap, his 
head nearly in Isaiah’s.  Isaiah stares at his face. 

HUMPHREY
You guys have gotten us into deep 
shit. 

PERSHING
Shut up.  

Pershing watches Isaiah in the rearview mirror, but Isaiah 
does not look up.  Blood runs from the man’s nose and falls 
onto Isaiah’s shoe.  Isaiah flinches as if it were hot. The 
blood seeps into his sneaker.  

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT - MEXICO/US BORDER - NIGHT

Pershing pulls the jeep over. He and Jake carry the man 
leaving him near the fence bordering Mexico. 

JAKE
Adios, muchacho. 

Jake throws the man’s pack at him and then kicks him one more 
time. 

PERSHING
Get in the jeep. 

Pershing gets back into the jeep and this time, catches 
Isaiah’s eye. Isaiah looks away. 
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INT. PERSHING’S TRUCK - NIGHT

Isaiah rides in silence, looking out the window.  Pershing 
pulls the truck up to the Jennings’ house and Isaiah starts 
to get out, but Pershing stops him. 

PERSHING
Things got out of hand out there 
tonight, Isaiah. 

Isaiah says nothing. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
But we got to keep this to 
ourselves, you hear? 

Isaiah nods, but Pershing isn’t convinced. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
This is a war, and people who ain’t 
out there, they just wouldn’t 
understand.

ISAIAH
Yes, sir. 

But Pershing still does not release his arm. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Can I go now? 

Pershing finally lets go of his arm. Pershing watches Isaiah 
as he makes his way into the house. 

INT. JENNINGS HOME - BATHROOM - NIGHT

Isaiah wears his pajamas as he scrubs at the toe of his 
sneaker, almost frantically, trying to get the blood out.

INT. JENNINGS HOME - ISAIAH’S BEDROOM - CRACK OF DAWN

Isaiah sits on his bed, fully dressed, the sneakers in his 
hand. He stares at the bloodstains which are still faintly 
visible. 
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EXT. ROAD - DAWN

Isaiah rides his bike with his backpack strapped across his 
back.

EXT. EMPTY RURAL LOT - DAY

Isaiah tosses his backpack over the fence that is clearly 
marked with a shot-up No Trespassing sign. He shimmies below 
it. 

At the back of the lot is an enormous pile of trash.  
Shattered bottles and bullet-littered cans are everywhere.

Isaiah takes his sneakers out of the pack and paws his way 
through the garbage pile.

EXT. SCHOOL - DAY

Isaiah rides his bike into the school yard. Ronnie and Mikey 
are waiting for him.

RONNIE
Hey, man, is it true that you went 
out on patrol last night? 

ISAIAH
Where’d you hear that?   

RONNIE
(nodding at Mikey)

Him. 

MIKEY
I heard my dad tell my stepfucker 
that Pershing brought his little 
shit. I figured that meant you.

RONNIE
So, did you? 

ISAIAH
(beat)

I can’t say. 

RONNIE
Well, if you can’t say, then that 
means you went, right? 
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Isaiah locks up his bike. 

RONNIE (CONT’D)
What was it like? Did you find 
anybody crossing? Did you shoot 
anybody?    

ISAIAH
(to Mikey)

Your dad didn’t say nothing else?  

MIKEY
Nah, he and my stepfucker just 
started yelling at each other. 

RONNIE
So? 

The bell rings.

ISAIAH
So, we’re going to be late. 

Isaiah goes into school.

RONNIE
(calling after Isaiah)

Since when do you care? 

MIKEY
Told you he was going to be a dick 
after this. 

INT. EIGHTH GRADE CLASSROOM - DAY

Isaiah, Ronnie, and Mikey file in with the rest of the 
students as the teacher, MR. MORRIS, writes on the board. 

The boys sit at the back of the class. Ronnie gets 
sidetracked and leans on a desk, trying to flirt with a GIRL, 
13, as Mikey and Isaiah take their seats.

MIKEY
(to Isaiah)

So come on, man, tell me what 
happened last night for real.  
I saw blood on my old man’s jacket. 

Isaiah freezes at the mention of the blood, but he gains his 
composure. 
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ISAIAH
It must have been old blood from a 
different night or he cut himself 
shaving or something.   

MIKEY
It wasn’t old. And he don’t wear 
his jacket when he’s shaving. 

ISAIAH
(louder)

Then he did something stupid like 
you would, okay? 

The entire class turns to look at them. 

MR. MORRIS 
Is there a problem back there, 
boys? 

Isaiah looks at all of the faces looking back at him. 

ISAIAH
No. 

The students return to what they were doing before the 
disruption. Mikey leans up and whispers to Isaiah. 

MIKEY
Fuck you. 

ONE KID still stares at them. 

MIKEY (CONT’D)
What are you looking at? 

The kid turns away immediately.  

The second bell rings as the final students scurry in. 

One is Hector, who scans the room.  There are only a handful 
of seats left and they are all at the back of the room near 
Isaiah, Mikey, and Ronnie.  

Mikey pretends to cough, but calls out... 

MIKEY (CONT’D)
Border-Bunny.

The class giggles. 
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MR. MORRIS
Do some of you need to take a 
stroll to the principal’s office 
this morning?   

The class settles down, but Hector has to walk past all of 
the kids.  He catches Isaiah's eyes. Isaiah lowers his head. 

RONNIE
(beat)

Whoa.  Who's that?

Isaiah looks up and sees JULIA, 14, Hispanic and absolutely 
gorgeous.

MR. MORRIS
Julia, come in, come in. 

(to class)
Class, this is Julia Delgado.  She 
just moved here from Los Angeles. 

MIKEY
(under his breath)

More like Tijuana. 

A few kids snicker, but Isaiah does not respond as he cannot 
take his eyes off Julia. She seems years closer to being a 
woman than he does a man.  

MR. MORRIS
Julia, why don’t you take the seat 
there between Hector and Michael? 

Julia walks to the back and stops in front of Mikey. 

JULIA
Was there something you wanted to 
say to me? 

Her beauty hovers over all of them. 

MIKEY
Uh.  No. 

Julia does not look at either Ronnie or Isaiah and sits down 
next to Hector.  The bell rings. 
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MR. MORRIS 
All right, who can recall what we 
discovered last week about a poem 
written in the mid to late 1500’s 
by the English writer, Arthur 
Brooke?

Mr. Morris repeats his question in Spanish. 

Isaiah turns to take one more peek at Julia. She catches him 
looking at her and he looks away.  

Isaiah looks back one more time. This time she is not looking 
at him, but is paying attention to Mr. Morris, pen in hand, 
notebook open on her desk.

EXT. SCHOOL - DAY

The students file out of the school for the day.  Ronnie, 
Mikey, and Isaiah go to their bikes as Julia, Hector, and 
others board the buses.  Isaiah watches Julia go.  

MIKEY
Let’s track her. 

Isaiah would love to follow her, but he has had enough of 
tracking for now. 

ISAIAH
Nah, I’m going to head home. 

RONNIE
Come on, man, we always track the 
new illegals.

ISAIAH
I got something I got to do.  

A horn blows. Pershing sits in his truck. 

PERSHING
Isaiah!  Get in! 

Ronnie and Mikey unlock their bikes. 

ISAIAH
(beat)

I can’t. Ronnie and Mike and I are 
going --. 
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Ronnie and Mikey stop. 

PERSHING
Not now, Isaiah. 

Pershing pushes the door open for Isaiah. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Get in. 

ISAIAH
But -- 

PERSHING
Get in. 

Isaiah knows he is beaten. He walks over and throws his bike 
in the truck’s bed and climbs in the cab.  

Ronnie and Mikey watch them pull away. 

RONNIE
What the fuck was that? 

MIKEY
Probably chicken shit to go on 
patrol again. But if he does, he’ll 
probably show up tomorrow in the 
whole damn uniform. Did you see his 
fucking boots? 

Ronnie cracks a smile, but he keeps watching the truck. 

MIKEY (CONT’D)
Come on. Let’s go find out where 
she lives. 

EXT. PERSHING’S TRUCK - DAY

Pershing and Isaiah ride in the truck. 

ISAIAH
So where are we going? 

INT. PERSHING’S TRUCK - DAY

Pershing and Isaiah drive through the slums of South Tucson. 
LATINO MEN crawl the streets, unemployed, hanging on the 
corners.  
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They congregate in gangs, shirts off, tattoos covering them.  
Pershing drives extra slowly.  The men look closely at Isaiah 
and Pershing. 

PERSHING
Take a good look at them. You can 
bet every last one of them is 
illegal. Bringing drugs here, guns, 
killing people.

ANOTHER GROUP OF LATINO MEN are on a crew fixing the sewer, 
they are covered in soot and sweat. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
And them. They work like pigs. Take 
nothing for it. Expect me to do the 
same, or there’s no job.  

A LITTLE GIRL walks with HER YOUNG MOTHER, hand in hand, as 
they both try to push a stroller. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
They say they come here for a 
better life. Fuck them. 

(calls out the window)
What about my better life? My kid’s 
life? 

The mother wraps her arm her daughter, sheltering her. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Yeah, you! 

ISAIAH
I get it, Pops. I understand. Can 
we go home now? 

PERSHING
Not yet. I ain’t done.

INT. BAR - SOUTH TUCSON - DAY

Pershing and Isaiah walk into a dingy establishment with 
little lighting and no windows.  LATINO MEN fill the joint. 
There is not another Caucasian face in the bar. 

Pershing walks up to the bar and sits down.  Isaiah stares at 
the men around him as he sits beside his father at the bar. 
He continues to look over his shoulder.   
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The bartender looks at them, then turns away, ignoring them. 

PERSHING
Can I get a beer down here? Una 
cerveza? 

The bartender does not look their direction, but continues 
his conversation with another PATRON.  

PERSHING (CONT’D)
(louder)

I’d like a cerveza, por favor. 

The bartender looks over. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
You’re the bartender, right? You 
know what a cerveza is?  

Isaiah looks at the men who are all now staring at Pershing.  

ISAIAH
I don’t think we should be here, 
Pops. 

PERSHING
(calling to the whole 
place)

This here’s a free country. That’s 
why you came, ain’t it? 

ISAIAH
Pops. 

The bartender walks over. 

BARTENDER 
Get out.  

PERSHING
Well, that’s not very friendly. 
Ain’t this here a friendly 
establishment? What? No whites 
allowed? 

Two men stand up from a table and start to walk toward them.

ISAIAH
Pops, let’s go. 
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PERSHING
(looking at the bartender)

I’m waiting for my beer. 

Isaiah sees the men getting closer to them. 

ISAIAH
We really should go, Pops. 

Isaiah stands up to leave and Pershing grabs him by the arm. 

The men come closer.  Pershing opens his jacket to reveal two 
guns. The men stop.  

PERSHING
I simply asked for a beer. 

The bartender looks at one of the men. The man nods at the 
bartender. The bartender grabs a glass and pours a draft, 
placing it in front of Pershing. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Much obliged.

Pershing picks it up and drinks. 

EXT. SOUTH TUCSON - DAY

Isaiah and Pershing walk out of the bar.  TWO MEN follow them 
to make sure they go with no problems. 

INT. PERSHING’S TRUCK - DAY

Isaiah and Pershing get into the truck. Pershing stares at 
the two men. 

PERSHING
Don’t think for one second they 
want to be a part of us. We stay 
with our kind, they stay with 
theirs. That’s the only way it’s 
going to work. You better learn 
that quick.  

EXT. SCHOOL - DAY

Mikey walks by Hector and knocks a project out of his hands, 
the pieces crashing to the ground. 
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MIKEY
Oh, shit. Sorry. 

Mikey moves on. Ronnie follows him. 

Isaiah stops. Julia and three other LATINO KIDS kelp pick up 
the pieces.  Julia looks at Isaiah and scowls. He moves on. 

EXT. LUNCH AREA JUNIOR HIGH - DAY

Isaiah comes out of the school with his lunch tray and walks 
over toward his usual table.  Mikey sees him and stretches 
out, not making room for him. Isaiah then turns to Ronnie, 
who slides over.  

BOY #1
I heard they send them to the 
immigration center in Eloy before 
sending them back down. They 
torture them for awhile first.  

MIKEY
If you stand right up next to one 
of the buildings and listen real 
close, you can hear the guards 
bashing their heads. Pow! Pow! Pow! 

BOY #3
I sure hope they don’t send her 
back. 

Julia walks by with Hector and a girl, LENNY, 14, Latina and 
Caucasian. 

All of the boys watch Julia.  

BOY#4
(to Mikey)

She sure made you look stupid 
yesterday.  

(imitating Julia and Mikey)
“Was there something you wanted to 
say to me?” “Uh, no.”

MIKEY
Fuck you. 

Mikey grabs carrots off the plate of one of the boys. 
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BOY #2
Hey!  I was going to eat those. 

Mikey throws the carrots and hits Hector in the head.  One 
hits Lenny as well. 

LENNY
Knock it off, asshole. 

MIKEY
You going to make me?

Mikey stand up and the rest of the boys follow, excited for 
the possibility of a fight. Isaiah does not get up at first.  
But Ronnie hits him and he follows, too. 

MIKEY (CONT’D)
Come on.  I got no problem fighting 
a girl.  My daddy says when you got 
a fight an animal, it don't matter 
if it's male or female.  

JULIA
That's probably because he doesn't 
know how to tell which one's which.  

The crowd laughs.  

MIKEY
I’d be careful of what you say 
about my daddy.  He hunts nice, 
brown bunnies like you.

He gets up close to Julia and runs his finger down the front 
of her shirt as if slicing it.  

MIKEY (CONT’D)
Then he strings them up and slices 
them right down the middle.

This time, he and the rest of the boys frighten her enough 
that she does not talk back. 

MIKEY (CONT’D)
All of our daddies do, don’t they?

The boys all nod and chime in “Yeahs.”

MIKEY (CONT’D)
And they leave them out in the 
desert to die.
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This one is too much for Isaiah. 

ISAIAH
Shut up, Mikey. 

The boys go quiet. Mikey turns to him. 

MIKEY
What did you say to me? 

ISAIAH
Just knock it off. Leave her alone. 

Isaiah has had enough and starts to leave.

MIKEY
You go out on patrol one night and 
now you think you’re hot shit? 

Isaiah keeps walking away.

MIKEY (CONT’D)
Don’t walk away from me. 

Mikey pushes him from behind, but Isaiah gains his composure 
and continues to walk back toward his seat. 

Mikey pushes Isaiah again from behind, this time causing him 
to stumble and fall. 

Isaiah stands up and goes at Mikey full force, knocking him 
to the ground. 

The two boys pummel it out until TWO TEACHERS run in and 
break up the fight, pulling the boys from one another.  Both 
are dragged off by the scruffs of their necks. 

As they leave, Julia bends down and picks up something from 
the ground. It is the medallion that has been torn from the 
chain around Isaiah’s neck in the fight. 

EXT. SCHOOL - DAY

Eugenie is fuming as she exits the school with Isaiah, who 
has a swollen eye and dried blood on his lip.  She has a slip 
of paper in her hand. 

EUGENIE
A week’s suspension? 
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ISAIAH
Mikey --  

EUGENIE
I don’t want to hear it. 

Isaiah starts to get on his bike.   

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
Uh uh, Mister. Throw that in the 
trunk.  

Isaiah picks up the bike and dumps it into the trunk and gets 
into the car. 

INT. EUGENIE’S CAR - DAY

ISAIAH
If you would just listen - 

EUGENIE
I’m tired of listening. I’ve done 
it my whole damn life. 

She puts the car into gear and drives. 

EXT. MILITIA TRAINING FIELD - DAY

A NUMBER OF MEN, 18 to 70’s, are shooting at a range.  There 
is an obstacle course where MORE MEN, 18 to 40’s, train. A 
FINAL GROUP is running tacticals. 

SIMON, late 50's, dressed in the Militia fatigues come out of 
the office trailer followed by WATSON, 30's, a Border Patrol 
agent. 

WATSON
Simon.  Pershing. 

PERSHING
Watson. 

Pershing watches as Watson gets into his Border Patrol truck. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
What'd he want? 
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SIMON
Asking some questions about the 
other night. Said you called in an 
illegal just south of the wash. 

PERSHING
Yeah, I did. 

SIMON
He found one a few miles from there 
near the border.  Someone had beat 
the living daylights out of him.

PERSHING
You can meet some bad people 
crossing the border.  

SIMON
That's what I told him. 

PERSHING
Did it satisfy him? 

SIMON
No.  

Simon sizes up Pershing before continuing. 

SIMON (CONT’D)
The new D.A.’s decided to get 
involved. Calling it a hate crime. 

Pershing nearly drops his gun. 

PERSHING
Hell, it probably wasn’t even the 
same guy. The one I called in was 
making for the hills the last I saw 
him. 

SIMON
Is that right? 

Simon looks at Humphrey who is standing to the side, watching 
them. Pershing meets his eye and Humphrey looks away. 

SIMON (CONT’D)
Well, even so, you’re going to have 
to lay low for a little while 
anyhow.
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PERSHING
What do you mean “lay low?” 

SIMON
I mean you need to get back into 
your truck. You can’t be here. 

PERSHING
I started this damn operation! 

Some of the men stop and stare at them. 

SIMON
And now you crossed a line. Get in 
your damn truck.  You just better 
pray nobody talks including that 
son of yours. 

INT. JENNINGS HOME - NIGHT

Isaiah wipes the flap of an envelope with a wet sponge and 
then seals it.  He puts it in a box behind a number of other 
envelopes. Boxes are stacked up on the table and the floor.  
Eugenie stuffs an envelope with local coupons and puts the 
envelope in a pile for Isaiah to seal. 

ISAIAH
Can we stop? 

Fitz sits on the couch watching TV. 

FITZ
You have been going at it all day, 
Genie. 

EUGENIE
Maybe if you were helping, it 
wouldn’t take so long. 

FITZ
I done my time.

EUGENIE
(to Isaiah)

Fine. But tomorrow you’re getting 
up early to finish these.

Isaiah runs to the door and grabs his BB gun. 
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EUGENIE (CONT’D)
Where do you think you’re going? 
And put that gun down. No guns for 
a month.

ISAIAH
A month?  

Eugenie stands her ground and Isaiah puts his gun back down. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Can I at least go for a bike ride?

EUGENIE
No. 

FITZ
Even prisoners get yard time. Let 
the boy get some fresh air. 

EUGENIE
(beat)

If you’re not back by ten, you’ll 
be sleeping on the floor in my 
bedroom for the next year.   

Isaiah bolts out the door before she can change her mind. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
(calling after him)

And I’ll go to school with you. 
You’ll be with me twenty-four hours 
a day, you hear me? 

But he is gone. 

FITZ
What was the fight about? 

EUGENIE
I didn’t ask. It doesn’t matter. 

FITZ
Boys need to fight sometimes, 
Genie. That’s just the way it is. 

EUGENIE
You raised your son. I’ll raise 
mine. 
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FITZ
There ain’t no chance for a boy 
around here if he don’t fight.  

EUGENIE
Then maybe around here ain’t the 
right place for him.

FITZ
And where’s he going to go? Hell, I 
went around the world and I’m right 
back where I started.  

(beat)
Nah, good luck with that. He ain’t 
never getting away from here, not 
for good.  You might as well teach 
him to fight. 

EXT. ARIZONA BORDER TOWN ROAD - NIGHT

Isaiah rides his bike, the desert night surrounding him.

EXT. RONNIE’S HOUSE - NIGHT 

Isaiah gets off his bike and walks up to the door. Before he 
knocks, he sees Mikey and Ronnie on the couch, playing video 
games.

RONNIE
Hey, mom! Can you get us some 
snacks? 

Isaiah turns around without knocking. 

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT ROAD - NIGHT 

Isaiah rides his bike. He hears beautiful music and follows 
the sound. 

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - BACK - NIGHT

Julia stands at a handmade easel, painting. On the canvas is 
a beautiful, half-finished portrait of an elderly man.    

ISAIAH (O.C.)
I didn't know you could paint. 
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Isaiah’s voice startles her and she turns to look.  

JULIA
That's because you don't know 
anything about me.  

She turns off the old CD player that is playing the music. 

ISAIAH
Don’t turn it off. 

She ignores him and keeps painting. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
I wish I could paint like that.
I'm not much good at much except 
shooting. 

JULIA
Good for hunting rabbits, I hear. 

ISAIAH
Mikey's an idiot. 

JULIA
(turning to him)

So you don’t try to catch people 
crossing the border? 

Isaiah does not answer. 

JULIA (CONT’D)
That’s what I thought. 

Julia returns to painting.

ISAIAH
Is that your grandfather? An uncle? 
Just some old guy you decided to 
paint the size of Texas? 

JULIA
Can you leave? 

ISAIAH
Shit, fine. Next time, I’ll just 
let Mikey keep fucking with you. 

Isaiah starts to leave. 
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JULIA
(beat)

You wouldn’t know who it is anyway. 

ISAIAH
Maybe I would.  

JULIA
Gabriel Garcia Marquez. 

Isaiah smiles. 

ISAIAH
He’s a writer. 

Julia is speechless at first. 

JULIA
How --

ISAIAH
Mr. Morris told us about him. Had 
us read one of his stories last 
year. That is until some mom found 
it and threw holy hell about it. 

JULIA
Because he wasn’t white?  

ISAIAH
Because it had sex in it.  None of 
us had read it until we heard that.   

Julia finally cracks a smile. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
See? You don’t know everything 
about me either.  

(beat)
So why’d you move here? 

JULIA
My dad found work. But we won’t be 
here long. He’ll find something 
else and we’ll move again. We 
always do. 

ISAIAH
Your dad found work around here? 
Where? 
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JULIA
On a ranch. 

ISAIAH
Your dad works on a ranch? Around 
here? 

The knowledge of the ranch makes Isaiah quiet. A woman leans 
out a window. It is Julia’s mother, ELENA, 30’s, Latina.

ELENA
(in Spanish)

Julia, it’s time to come in.  

Elena looks Isaiah over. 

ELENA (CONT’D)
(to Julia)

You okay? 

JULIA
Yeah, mom, I’m fine. I’ll be up in   
a minute.

Elena stands up. She is hugely pregnant. Behind her can be 
seen elements of a teenage girl’s room including posters of 
Latino heartthrobs taped to the walls.

Julia starts to put her paints away. And then she notices the 
coat of arms medallion.  She picks it up to give it back to 
Isaiah, but before she does, Isaiah’s anger has gotten the 
best of him. 

ISAIAH
Your mom having an anchor baby? 

JULIA
A what?  

ISAIAH
An anchor baby. You know, so you 
can all stay this time and we’re 
the ones who have to leave? 

Julia throws all of her paints into her box. 

JULIA
Just when I thought you might have 
a brain.
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ISAIAH
It’s true, isn’t it? 

JULIA
You’re an idiot.  There is no such 
thing as an anchor baby. People 
like you made it up. 

ISAIAH
What do you mean people like me?  

JULIA
You and Mike and all of the rest of 
your klan. 

ISAIAH
Klan?  We ain’t racist. We’re just 
fighting for what's rightfully 
ours. 

JULIA
Like what? This?  You want to live 
here? 

The apartment complex is breaking down around them.  

ISAIAH
It's better than Mexico, ain’t it?  

JULIA
I wouldn’t know. I’m from Colombia. 
But to you we’re all the same. 
Brown, right? 

Julia storms up the steps and then realizes she has the coat 
of arms medallion in her hand.  She tucks it into her pocket 
and goes inside.  

She has forgotten her CD player.

EXT. JENNINGS HOME - NIGHT

Isaiah rides up toward the house on his bike, the CD player 
balanced on his leg.  Pershing is just getting home. He has 
clearly had too much to drink. Isaiah hides in the shadows. 
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INT. JENNINGS HOUSE - ISAIAH’S ROOM - NIGHT

Isaiah climbs through his bedroom window. His parents can be 
heard arguing.

EUGENIE (O.C)
When are you going to stop all of 
this and start taking care of this 
family again? 

PERSHING (O.C.)
I am taking care of this family. 
This is the best way I know how. 

Isaiah puts the CD player on his desk. 

EUGENIE (O.C.)
You are not going to stop people 
from crossing the border.

PERSHING (O.C.)
Well, then, I’ll die trying. 

Isaiah plugs the headphones into the CD player. 

EUGENIE
Don’t pretend you’re doing this for 
anyone except that old man out 
there.

PERSHING (O.C.)
That’s bullshit.

Isaiah puts his headphones on. 

EUGENIE (O.C.)
Oh, is it? You know your son was 
suspended for fighting today. 

PERSHING (O.C.)
Well, it’s about time. If you’d 
stop babying him, he might grow up 
to be a man before he’s thirty. 

Isaiah turns the CD player on. 

EUGENIE (O.C
If being a man means being like 
you, then I hope he never grows up. 
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PERSHING (O.C.)
Is that right? 

Isaiah turns up the music as loud as it will go, drowning out 
his parents’ voices. 

EXT. RUNDOWN STRIP OF STORES - DAY

Isaiah and Eugenie carry boxes in and out of a small store 
front. 

As Isaiah comes out to get another box, Eugenie stays inside. 

A hefty balding man, 60’s, SAM, comes out from the back of 
the shop, arms stretched outward toward Eugenie. Isaiah 
watches as Sam gives Eugenie a hug and slaps her on her butt. 
She winces, but smiles. 

INT. SMALL RUNDOWN PRINT SHOP - DAY

SAM
You’re my best girl, Genie.

Isaiah stands at the entrance, holding a box. 

ISAIAH 
Her name’s Mrs. Jennings and she 
ain’t no girl. 

EUGENIE
(uncomfortable)

Sam, this here’s my son, Isaiah.

SAM
Is that right? 

EUGENIE
So, what else you have for me? I 
got this mailing done faster than 
ever.  

Sam looks Isaiah up and down. 

SAM
I got nothing right now. 

EUGENIE
Oh, you got to have something for 
your favorite girl.
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SAM
(still looking at Isaiah)

I said I got nothing. You let me 
know when you’re working on your 
own again.

Sam walks to the back of the story. 

EXT. RUNDOWN STRIP OF STORES - DAY

Eugenie marches out of the store fuming. 

EUGENIE
You are a stupid boy, Isaiah. A 
stupid, stupid boy.

She opens the trunk of the car to get fliers and thrusts a 
stack of them toward Isaiah. Isaiah doesn’t take them. 

ISAIAH
That wasn’t right.  

EUGENIE
You don’t have a clue what’s right 
anymore.

Isaiah starts to walk away. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
Oh, no you don’t! 

She walks around in front of him, shoving the fliers at him. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
Someone in this family is going to 
help me.  If it ain’t your father, 
it’s going to be you. 

Isaiah looks at the fliers, but doesn’t take them.  She keeps 
them held out.  Finally he takes them and walks away. 

EXT. NOGALES STREETS - DAY

Isaiah walks along putting fliers on the cars that are parked 
along the street. 
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EXT. NOGALES STREET - DAY

Isaiah notices a GROUP on the corner with protest signs 
reading, “Immigration Rights are Human Rights” and “Stop 
Deportation Now.”  

ONE LITTLE BOY, Latino, about 5, has on a t-shirt that says 
“I am a human being.” Isaiah meets the boy’s eyes.  The 
little boy holds up his hand in a wave.  

Isaiah hesitates, but walks away. 

EXT. PARKING LOT - DAY

Isaiah finishes putting his flyers on cars. He looks up.  It 
is the parking lot for the Nogales Public Library.

INT. LIBRARY - DAY

Isaiah walks up to the information desk and talks with the 
LIBRARIAN, a man, 40’s, Caucasian, who then walks with him to 
a section in the library and shows him some books, then 
leaves him to explore on his own. 

INT. LIBRARY - DAY

Isaiah has found a few books. As he walks toward the front 
check out, he notices a computer.  He sits down and pulls up 
an Internet browser.  He types in “anchor baby.”

He can’t seem to find what he’s looking for. 

INT. LIBRARY - DAY

Isaiah walks up with his stack of books to the check out 
counter. 

LIBRARIAN
Assignment for a class? 

ISAIAH
No. 

LIBRARIAN
I need your library card. 
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ISAIAH
I guess I need to get one.

LIBRARIAN
You don’t look eighteen.  

Isaiah shakes his head. 

LIBRARIAN (CONT’D)
I can hold them for you until you 
come back with a parent to sign for 
you.

Isaiah looks at the stack of books.  The one on top is called 
Coyotes: A Journey Across Borders with America’s Illegal 
Migrants. 

ISAIAH
Never mind. 

Isaiah starts to walk away, leaving his books with the 
librarian. 

LIBRARIAN (O.S.)
Hey, son. 

Isaiah turns around. 

LIBRARIAN (CONT’D)
You really want to read these?

Isaiah nods. 

LIBRARIAN (CONT’D)
I’ll check one out for you. You 
bring it back and I’ll let you 
check out another one. 

Isaiah turns back and looks through the books.  He chooses 
the last one, One Hundred Years of Solitude. He slides it 
across the desk. The Librarian starts to check out the book 
on the computer. 

ISAIAH
You ever heard of an anchor baby? 

The Librarian looks at Isaiah. 

LIBRARIAN
I’ve heard the term, yeah. 
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ISAIAH
Is it true? Can an illegal have a 
baby here and then the rest of her 
family can stay?

LIBRARIAN
I don’t know. 

The Librarian looks at Isaiah. 

LIBRARIAN (CONT’D)
Is it bad, if they can?  

ISAIAH
Yeah. I mean they can’t just come 
here and take all the jobs. 

Isaiah is struggling for more. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
They get welfare and they don’t 
even pay taxes.  

LIBRARIAN
(smiling)

You know a lot about our welfare 
and tax systems, do you?

Isaiah doesn’t answer. 

LIBRARIAN (CONT’D)
I guess I think about what makes 
someone leave their home in the 
first place. What they came from. 

The Librarian slides the book back across to Isaiah. 

LIBRARIAN (CONT’D)
Make sure you bring that back or 
it’ll cost me. 

Isaiah nods. Isaiah starts to go. 

LIBRARIAN (CONT’D)
Hey. 

Isaiah turns. 

LIBRARIAN (CONT’D)
Let me know what you find out. 
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INT. RV - DAY

Isaiah enters quietly. 

ISAIAH
Grandpa? You here? 

He steps in farther.  No one is home.  At the back of the RV 
are stacks of books.  All of them are on war and weapons.  
World War I.  World War II.  Vietnam.  The Civil War.  Bomber 
planes.  Tanks. Guns.  

Isaiah takes his book out from beneath his shirt and finds 
one that is the same size with a cover on it.  It is The 
Corps by W.E.B. Griffin.  He slips the cover off of the The 
Corps and puts it over One Hundred Years of Solitude. 

As he gets to the door, in walks Fitz. 

FITZ
What are you doing in here?  

Isaiah holds up his book now in its new cover.

FITZ (CONT’D)
Well, I’ll be damned.  That’s a 
good one.  It’ll tell you like it 
is. My favorite passage is here in 
the back.  

Fitz starts to take the book, but Isaiah holds onto it. 

ISAIAH
Don’t ruin it for me, Grandpa. 

FITZ
(beat)

Well, come on back here. I’ll get 
you some more. 

ISAIAH
No, I -- 

Fitz heads back into the RV where the books are stacked, and  
Isaiah notices the actual book of The Corps without the cover 
on it lying on the floor.  Isaiah follows Fitz and kicks the 
book beneath the bed. 

FITZ
This one here is my favorite.   
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He pulls down To Hell and Back.  

FITZ (CONT’D)
That’s the first book I ever read 
on war.  That title doesn’t even do 
it justice.   

Isaiah takes it, along with others that Fitz piles upon him. 

INT. JENNINGS HOME - ISAIAH’S ROOM - DAY

Isaiah dumps the stack of the books onto and sits down at his 
desk.  He opens the book covered with The Corps. He reads the 
first line of One Hundred Years of Solitude: “Many years ago, 
as he faced the firing squad, Colonel Aureliano Buendia was 
to remember that distant afternoon when his father took him 
to discover ice.”

INT. JENNINGS HOME - ISAIAH’S BEDROOM - DAY

Pershing opens the curtains and light floods in, startling 
Isaiah awake.  

PERSHING
Rise and shine.  

ISAIAH
What? 

Isaiah has fallen asleep reading. The Corps cover has started 
to slip off of One Hundred Years of Solitude. He quickly puts 
it back on. 

PERSHING
Time for patrol. 

ISAIAH
But it’s daylight. 

PERSHING
Early sun’s the best for tracking. 
And I am going to teach you 
everything I know. 

The reality of what it means sinks into Isaiah. 

ISAIAH
I got a lot of schoolwork to make 
up, Pops. 
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PERSHING
You’ll do it later.   

ISAIAH
I don’t think Mom will be okay with 
me going.

PERSHING
I ain’t asking.  

Pershing stops to look at the stack of books on Isaiah’s 
desk. Pershing picks up one. It’s The Marines by Edwin 
Simmons.  

PERSHING (CONT’D)
(beat)

Reading up on the Marines, are you? 

Isaiah stands up and tucks his book under his blanket. 

ISAIAH
That’s the work I was talking 
about. It’s a paper on war. Grandpa 
gave me those. 

PERSHING
Figures. 

ISAIAH
(beat)

But I’m going to write about you.  
The war you’re fighting.  Against 
the illegals. 

Pershing smiles. 

PERSHING
Well, there ain’t nothing better 
than real experience, is there? Go 
on. Get dressed.

EXT. DESERT - DAY

Isaiah and Pershing are out slowly walking the desert brush. 

PERSHING
These guys are amateurs. Someone 
told them to try and brush out 
their tracks, but see this here? 
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Pershing gets down with his tracking stick and places it by a 
brush out.  Then he takes the stick to the next brush out, 
about three feet apart. Then a third.

PERSHING (CONT’D)
We can follow them like clockwork. 
Jesus. Look here. 

He walks up a few yards by some rocks. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
One sat there.  One there. Another 
over there. Animals don’t have pow 
wows like that. Which way you think 
they went? 

Isaiah looks up ahead. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Don’t look out there. Look at the 
ground. 

Isaiah looks down. 

ISAIAH
I don’t know. 

PERSHING
Well, we sure as hell know they 
didn’t go back down south. 

Isaiah looks at the rocks where they sat. And then at the 
brush and finally at the ground. Isaiah shakes his head. 

ISAIAH
I can’t tell. 

PERSHING
Get down. On the ground. 

Isaiah gets down onto his hands and knees.

ISAIAH
I don’t know, Pops. 

PERSHING
Guess. 

ISAIAH
That way? 
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PERSHING
Look at the rocks. 

ISAIAH
(shaking his head)

I can’t tell, Pops.  

Pershing points to the northeast. 

PERSHING
That way. They went that way.
See how them rocks all are swayed?  
They all been overturned in the 
same direction.

ISAIAH
I guess so. I mean I see it now.

Isaiah stands.

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
I don’t know if I’m cut out for 
this. 

PERSHING
You been begging me for months to 
go on patrol and now you think 
ain’t cut out for it?  

ISAIAH
Maybe I was wrong. 

PERSHING
You’re my son, you ain’t wrong. 

Pershing puts his arm on his shoulder.

PERSHING (CONT’D)
You’re just learning. That’s all. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
How about driving my truck?  You 
got that in you? 

Isaiah looks at Pershing.

ISAIAH
But you said I wasn’t ever going to 
touch your truck. Not even when I 
turned sixteen.  
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PERSHING
That was before you were my 
partner. That is, unless you you’d 
rather track?  

Isaiah runs to the truck. 

INT. TRUCK - DAY

The keys are still in the ignition. Isaiah tries to starts it 
and he cranks the engine.

PERSHING
Go easy on her. 

Isaiah tries again. This time it starts easily. 

EXT. DESERT - DAY

Isaiah brakes in choppy stops and starts as Pershing walks, 
tracking.  The truck’s window is rolled down, so Isaiah can 
listen to Pershing. Pershing measures the track marks. 

PERSHING
(calling to Isaiah)

Their feet are dragging. Steps are 
getting shorter. 

Pershing looks at a branch of brush and bends it. It bounces 
back.  There is still moisture in it. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Can’t be more than twenty minutes 
ahead. 

ISAIAH
Should we call Border Patrol now? 

PERSHING
No, not yet.  

ISAIAH
I think we --.  

Pershing ignores him and keeps walking.
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EXT. DESERT - DAY

Pershing follows the tracks as Isaiah continues in the truck.

Pershing picks up a t-shirt from the ground. It’s still 
partially wet with sweat. They’re getting really close. 

EXT. DESERT - DAY

Pershing walks around a bend. 

In the shade of a tree, a dozen gallons of water have been 
placed in a semi-circle. A few are missing.  

PERSHING
God damn it!  

He kicks one of the gallons of water, sending it flying. 

INT. PERSHING’S TRUCK - DAY

Isaiah fumbles with the gearshift. He gets it into park and 
jumps out of the truck. 

EXT. DESERT - DAY

Pershing is dumping the water, throwing the jugs. 

PERSHING
God damned, fucking liberals! 

Pershing gets control of himself and turns to Isaiah. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Get in the truck. We’re getting 
these damn bastards. 

ISAIAH
But you always said once they get 
water, you can’t catch them. 

PERSHING
They can’t be that far ahead. 

ISAIAH
We been trying to find them for 
hours. Come on, Pops, let’s just go 
home.  They’re gone.
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PERSHING
They ain’t gone! Now get in the 
damn truck.  

ISAIAH
It’s useless. 

PERSHING
It ain’t useless! 

Pershing gets into Isaiah’s face. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Get in the damn truck. 

Their faces are inches apart. Isaiah stares at his father for 
a moment, but Isaiah finally backs down and heads toward the 
truck. 

INT. TRUCK - DUSK

Isaiah drives as Pershing continues trying to track. The 
landscape is vacant of anything except brush and desert. 

PERSHING
It’s like they just fucking 
evaporate out here.

Pershing scans the horizon one more time. Nothing. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Shit. Let’s go home. 

Isaiah smiles to himself. 

EXT. JENNINGS’ HOUSE - EVENING

Pershing’s truck pulls into the drive. A Sheriff’s car and a 
Border Patrol truck are already there.

INT. PERSHING’S TRUCK - EVENING

Isaiah turns to Pershing. 

PERSHING
Don’t say a word. 
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INT. JENNINGS HOME - EVENING

A DEPUTY and Watson sit with Eugenie in the living room. They 
stand as Pershing and Isaiah walk into the house. 

EXT. JENNINGS HOME - EVENING

The Deputy escorts Pershing into the Sheriff’s car, 
handcuffed. Watson gets into his Border Patrol truck. 

Isaiah stands on the front step. The truck and Sheriff’s car 
pull off, lights flashing. 

EXT. JENNINGS HOME - PARENTS’ BEDROOM - EVENING

Eugenie is in a rage as she throws a suitcase onto the bed 
and begins packing. The door is open. Isaiah walks in. 

ISAIAH
What are you doing? 

EUGENIE
Leaving. And so are you.

She is nearly frantic, tossing items in without thinking 
about them. 

ISAIAH
I ain’t leaving. 

EUGENIE
Yes, you are. We’re going to 
Oregon. Or maybe Wisconsin. 
Wisconsin’s supposed to be a nice 
place to live, not too expensive. 

ISAIAH
You don’t even know if he did 
anything. 

EUGENIE
But you do, don’t you? 

She walks over to him. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
That was the same night you went 
out with him. 
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ISAIAH
Did you tell the Sheriff that? 

EUGENIE
If I had, you’d be in that car with 
him. Tell me that you didn’t see 
him beat that man. 

Isaiah does not say anything. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
Tell me. 

No answer. She slaps him. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
How dare you see him take a man’s 
life and not say a word. 

Isaiah holds his face, holding back tears. 

ISAIAH
Ain’t you one the one who said to 
keep my mouth shut or be ready for 
whatever comes?  

EUGENIE
This ain’t the same thing. 

ISAIAH
Why? Because it ain’t for you? Fuck 
you. Fuck you! 

He runs out.  

But she does not go after him. Instead, she sits on her bed, 
defeated. 

INT. JENNINGS HOME - ISAIAH’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Isaiah packs his backpack, then chooses his Winchester rifle 
instead of his BB gun and heads out of the house. 

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT - SINKHOLE - EVENING

Isaiah rides his bike up a rocky terrain to the top of a hill 
where a large sinkhole lies.  
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He picks up a beer bottle up and swings at it with his rifle 
like a baseball and bat.  The bottle shatters. Then he starts 
beating the old beer bottles lying around with his gun, 
smashing them until he collapses.

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT - SINKHOLE - NIGHT

The Andean music plays on the CD player as Isaiah shoots one 
can after another, dead center.   Shells cover the ground. He 
reloads. 

The music stops. He points his rifle at the CD player and 
pulls the trigger. 

But the gun is empty. 

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT ROAD - NIGHT

Isaiah rides his bike, the CD player balanced on his leg.

EXT. JULIA’S APARTMENT COMPLEX - BACK - NIGHT

Isaiah sneaks around bike and puts the CD player where Julia 
had left it. He gets on his bike to ride away. 

JULIA (O.C.)
I knew you took it. 

Isaiah jumps. Julia comes out from the shadows. 

ISAIAH
Shit. You shouldn’t scare a person 
who has a gun. 

JULIA
I should have called the police on  
you. 

ISAIAH
Illegals don’t call the police. 

JULIA
Ugh! You’re such an asshole. 
Illegal is an adjective, not a 
noun.  Learn English, Estupido! 

Julia grabs the CD player and heads upstairs. 
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ISAIAH
I’m sorry. Everyone I know uses 
that word. 

JULIA
That doesn’t make it okay.  

There is a stand off between them.  

ISAIAH
I’m really sorry. 

There is something vulnerable about Isaiah that makes her 
stop.

JULIA
My mami says kids just follow what 
their parents do. 

ISAIAH
Yeah.

(beat)
I liked it.  The music. That’s why 
I took it. What is it? 

JULIA
It’s Andean music.  It came from 
the Incas.  

ISAIAH
Are they flutes? 

JULIA
Sort of.  They’re panpipes. My 
grandfather used to make them. He 
taught my father to play them when 
he was a boy.   

ISAIAH
Can he still play them? 

JULIA
I think so, but he never really 
does anymore. 

ISAIAH
My pops used to play the harmonica, 
too. Every night. But I don’t think 
he even knows where it is now. 

(beat)
What are you doing out here anyway? 
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JULIA
I like it. It’s quiet. 

ISAIAH
I like the quiet, too.  

(beat)
I got that book from the library. 
The Hundred Years one. 

JULIA
You’re reading it?  

ISAIAH
Sort of. I have to read some parts 
two or three times to get them to 
make any sense.

JULIA
Everyone does. 

ISAIAH
My friends would love the sex 
parts. 

She rolls her eyes. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
But, honestly, I don’t really get 
it. I can’t keep everyone straight.  

JULIA
Have you gotten the part where the 
Colonel returns?   When he’s a 
bandit and he fights to take 
Macondo back? 

ISAIAH
I barely got to the point where his 
dad takes him to see ice. 

Julia laughs. 

JULIA
It’s when he realizes for the first 
time he believes in what he is 
fighting for. For his home. That it 
matters. 

ISAIAH
Does it? 
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JULIA
You’ll have to finish reading it.

She heads back up the stairs. 

ISAIAH
You don’t have to go. I’m kind of 
tired of the quiet. 

JULIA
No, good night. 

Isaiah watches her go. 

EXT. EMPTY LOT - CRACK OF DAWN 

Isaiah wakes at the sound of a truck going by.  It is filled 
with immigrants going to work. The book is on his chest once 
again. 

Isaiah hides his gun beneath some rubbish and cardboard. 

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT ROAD - DAY

Isaiah stands on the side of the road with his bike, his 
thumb out.  

Cars pass. 

Finally, a pickup truck stops.  He throws his bike into the 
back and hops in. 

EXT. COUNTY DETENTION CENTER - DAY

The pickup truck pulls over and Isaiah jumps out.  He grabs 
his bike out of the back and waves to the DRIVER. 

The truck drives off.

INT. COUNTY SHERIFF’S DETENTION CENTER - DAY

Isaiah walks in and waits behind a WOMAN finishing with the 
OFFICER. The officer looks at her identification.  

OFFICER
All right. Have a seat. 
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The woman sits down. 

OFFICER (CONT’D)
Next. 

Isaiah walks up to the window. 

OFFICER (CONT’D)
Can I help you? 

ISAIAH
I came to see my dad. They brought 
him in last night. 

OFFICER
Last night? What’s his name? 

ISAIAH
Pershing Jennings. 

The officer looks on the computer. 

OFFICER
No, he hasn’t been processed yet. 
No visitors.  

ISAIAH
But --

OFFICER
If he isn’t released later today, 
give us a call.  

She points to a sign. 

OFFICER (CONT’D)
And bring an adult next time. 

Isaiah looks at the sign.  “No unaccompanied minors.” 

OFFICER (CONT’D)
Next. 

EXT. COUNTY DETENTION CENTER - DAY

Isaiah thumbs for a ride again. Cars stream by him without 
stopping.  A white truck starts to pull over. Isaiah 
recognizes it and quickly gets on his bike. 
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The truck pulls up beside him.  It is a Border Patrol truck. 
Watson is driving. 

WATSON
It’s a mighty long way to your 
house from here. I can give you a 
ride if you like. 

Isaiah keeps riding. 

WATSON (CONT’D)
I heard you militia boys sometimes 
go out with your fathers. 

Isaiah keeps riding.  

WATSON (CONT’D)
You with your dad the night that 
illegal was beaten? 

Isaiah is sprinting on his bike now, but he is heading into a 
hill and is starting to slow.  

WATSON (CONT’D)
You help him beat him?  

Isaiah cannot keep going.  He has to stop. He is out of 
breath. Watson pulls over and gets out of the truck. 

WATSON (CONT’D)
Here. 

Watson holds out a bottle of water. 

Isaiah shakes his head, but Watson keeps the bottle of water 
held out. Isaiah finally takes it. He opens it and drinks 
half of the bottle. 

WATSON (CONT’D)
It was about the worst thing I seen 
in two years. The buzzards were 
already eating the skin off his 
face. 

Isaiah looks like he is about to throw up. 

WATSON (CONT’D)
Careful not to drink that too fast. 
You look like you might puke. 

Isaiah sips the water, not looking at Watson. 
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WATSON (CONT’D)
There was no ID on him, nothing.  
No way of telling who he was.  A 
hell of a way to die. 

Isaiah still says nothing. 

WATSON (CONT’D)
(beat)

You sure you don’t want a ride home 
with me?  

Isaiah shakes his head. 

WATSON (CONT’D)
Have a chat? 

ISAIAH
No.

WATSON
All right then.  

Watson leans into his truck and grabs another bottle of 
water. 

WATSON (CONT’D)
Here. 

Isaiah takes it. 

WATSON (CONT’D)
Be careful, I hear it’s pretty 
dangerous out here. 

Watson drives off and Isaiah pukes. 

INT. RV - DAY

There is a knock at the door and Fitz answers it. Isaiah 
stands at the door. He has his gun back and he is soaked in 
sweat. 

FITZ
I wondered how long it would be 
before you showed up. 

Isaiah follows Fitz inside.  
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FITZ (CONT’D)
I didn’t make it more than six 
hours the first time I left. 
Course, I was only ei--. 

ISAIAH
I need you to take me to see Pops. 

Fitz walks to the back of the RV. 

FITZ
No, I ain’t going to do that. 

Isaiah follows him. 

ISAIAH
Mom will never take me.  

FITZ
Then she’d lick me good if I did. 

ISAIAH
Since when are you afraid of my 
mom? 

FITZ
I ain’t afraid. I just ain’t doing 
it. 

FITZ (CONT’D)
Why do you hate him so much? 

FITZ (CONT’D)
You sound like your grandma now.
I don’t --.  He’s just stupid. 
That’s all. 

ISAIAH
Because he ain’t a Marine?   

FITZ
Because he could have been a good 
one. But he wanted to do things his 
way. And you know what? He did. 
Like always. He did things his way 
and he busted up his leg on a damn 
horse. So yeah, that’s why. After 
that, the Marines didn’t have no 
use for him. And neither did I. 
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EXT. EMPTY LOT - DAY

Isaiah is shooting. 

JULIA (O.C.)
You weren’t kidding. You’re good. 

Isaiah jumps. 

ISAIAH
Didn’t I tell you shouldn’t scare 
people with guns? 

JULIA
Can I try? 

ISAIAH
Sure. 

She walks up.

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Um, here. 

He wants to help her, but he’s unsure where to put his hands. 
Finally he wraps his arms around her from behind her, helping 
her hold the gun. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
All right, now close your left eye.   
Line up the cross hairs where you 
want to shoot. 

JULIA
The what?

ISAIAH
The cross in the middle of the 
scope. Line it up so the middle of 
it is right in line with that can 
there. 

She does. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Good. Now, don’t pull, but squ--. 

Julia pulls the trigger and the gun kicks, the bullet is way 
off target. 
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ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Shit. Squeeze, don’t pull. 

He laughs. 

JULIA
Can I try again? 

ISAIAH
Sure. But easy this time.  

She lines everything up. His arms are around her. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Now just squeeze. Gently. 

He puts his hand and fingers on top of hers. He helps her 
squeeze it. The bullet hits the can. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Better. 

She turns to him. They look like they could kiss, but Isaiah 
freezes up. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Yeah, that was a lot better. 

JULIA
Want to take me for a ride? 

ISAIAH
All right. 

EXT. ARIZONA STREET - DAY

Julia rides on the handlebars of his bike. 

EXT. ARIZONA ROAD - DAY

Julia and Isaiah walk along side-by-side without touching. 

ISAIAH
What was Colombia like?  

JULIA
I don’t remember a lot of it. I was 
only six when we left. 

(MORE)
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It rained a lot. Mi abuela and me 
would sit on the patio, and she 
would brush my hair. I remember the 
water splattering on our feet. 

ISAIAH
That doesn’t sound so bad. 

JULIA
No, there were a lot of beautiful 
things about it. 

ISAIAH
So why’d you leave? 

JULIA
There was this boy from my village, 
Jefe. He was seven. I remember 
playing with him sometimes. 
Dragons. And princesses. But the 
men from the coffee fields, they 
came one day and took him to work. 

Isaiah is soaking in the story. 

JULIA (CONT’D)
My mami and papa had worked in the 
fields when they were younger. My 
mami had a brother who died in the 
fields when he was nine. They were 
afraid I was next. So we left. You 
know my mami really thought the 
streets were paved in gold here. 
Imagine how surprised she was when 
we arrived in Los Angeles. 

Isaiah smiles. 

ISAIAH
Did your grandmother come, too?  

JULIA
No, she said, “Colombia is my 
home.”  She died a year ago.

ISAIAH
I’m sorry. 

JULIA
Oh, wait. I almost forgot. 

JULIA (CONT'D)
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She reaches into her pocket. 

JULIA (CONT’D)
Is this yours? 

It is the medallion. He takes it from her. 

ISAIAH
Yeah. Thanks. I thought I lost it. 

JULIA
Where’d you get it? 

ISAIAH
(beat)

My father gave it to me. 

It dawns on both of them what this means. 

JULIA
It was made in a village really 
close to where I lived. 

She turns it over. The name of the town is written on the 
back. 

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - EVENING

Isaiah drops off Julia at her building. 

ISAIAH
Could I see you tomorrow? 

JULIA
I don’t -- 

ISAIAH
Please. 

JULIA
(beat)

Yeah. I’d like that. 

EXT. JULIA’S APARTMENT BUILDING - EVENING

Isaiah pulls out of the parking lot of the apartment building 
and a truck nearly hits him.  
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He splays across the ground as the truck pulls over. Jake 
gets out. 

JAKE (O.C.)
Shit you all right? 

Isaiah sits up. 

ISAIAH
Yeah, I’m all right. 

JAKE
What are you doing out here anyway?  

Mikey is in the passenger side of the truck. He looks at the 
apartment building and then back at Isaiah. It registers with 
him what Isaiah is doing here. 

ISAIAH
Just going for a ride. 

JAKE
Well hop in. We can take you home. 

ISAIAH
No, I’d rather take my bike.

JAKE
All right. But keep your ass out of 
the way or you’ll be road kill. 

ISAIAH
Yes, sir. 

Mikey smiles, knowingly.  

INT. JENNINGS HOME - DAY

Isaiah makes a call. 

ISAIAH
Yeah, I was just checking on my 
dad. Pershing Jennings. 

EXT. JULIA’S APARTMENT BUILDING - DAY

The bus pulls up and a NUMBER OF STUDENTS descend the steps, 
including Julia. Many stop to talk, but Julia moves on. 
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GIRL
Ciao, Julia! 

JULIA
Ciao. 

Isaiah watches Julia make her way toward the stairs. Isaiah 
watches the other students, wanting them to move on. 

As Julia reaches the bottom of the stairs, Isaiah steps out. 

ISAIAH 
Hey! 

Julia jumps. 

JULIA
Geez! You know you shouldn’t scare 
people with large backpacks. 

Isaiah smiles. 

ISAIAH
Want another ride? 

MONTAGE - SAME AFTERNOON:

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT ROAD - DAY

-Julia rides on Isaiah’s handlebars. 

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT ROAD - DAY

-Isaiah tries teaching Julia to ride a bike, but she cannot 
go more than ten feet when he lets go before she swerves. 

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT ROAD - DAY

-Isaiah helps Julia shoot. She is getting better. 

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

-Julia stands by a tree as Isaiah has a paper and pencil in 
hand.  He looks at her and then turns his head back to the 
paper.  She snaps her fingers and points at herself. He looks 
at her for a moment and then turns back to the paper. 
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He keeps looking at the paper, drawing. She walks over and 
moves his head, pointing for him look at what he draws. She 
goes back and stands where she was, but he turns back to his 
paper too quickly.  

She shakes her head. 

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

Isaiah has a pile of papers torn up around him.  He is 
working on another one.  Julia walks around and looks at it. 
It is not very good. 

JULIA
Better. Just remember to really 
look at your subject for a long 
time before you make each mark. 
Like ten times longer than you 
think.  Your brain will tell you 
one thing, but when you really look 
at something, your eyes will tell 
you the truth. 

Isaiah is looking at Julia. He likes what he sees. He leans 
into her and they kiss - a gentle, first kiss. Julia pulls 
away. 

JULIA (CONT’D)
You want to come up and eat 
something? 

Isaiah looks up at the apartment. He hesitates. 

JULIA (CONT’D)
Never mind. 

ISAIAH
Yeah, that would be great. 

INT. JULIA’S APARTMENT - DAY

There are a NUMBER OF MEN, all Mexican, hanging about the 
apartment, filthy from a day’s work.  These are the men his 
father is fighting. 

JULIA
This is why I hang out outside so 
much. 
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He realizes he is staring and stops. He looks up and notices 
the walls are covered in beautiful paintings. 

ISAIAH
Wow, those are amazing. Did you do 
those? 

JULIA
My Mami did. 

Elena, who looks like she is ready to give birth any day, 
walks out of one of the bedrooms. Julia walks over and kisses 
her. 

JULIA (CONT’D)
(in Spanish)

Isaiah likes your paintings. 

ELENA
Como? 

Julia nods at Isaiah. 

JULIA
(in reference to Isaiah)

Anchor Baby. 

ELENA
(now recognizing who he is)

Ah. 

Elena goes to the small kitchenette to start making food for 
the group. She motions for Isaiah to sit at a bar stool at 
the small counter. He does. 

The group starts to mill about.  Isaiah is growing more and 
more uncomfortable.  The men laugh amongst themselves. 

Julia’s father, ALBERTO, 30’s, Mexican comes out of the 
bathroom.  

ALBERTO
(in Spanish to Julia)

I thought you were gone. 

He kisses her on the head. 

JULIA
A boy from class stopped by.
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ALBERTO
A boy? 

JULIA
To talk. 

Alberto eyes Isaiah. He does not like what he sees. 

Elena starts a tea kettle full of water and flips on the 
television. 

ISAIAH
Hey, it’s Magdelena and Antonio.  

The same Telenovela characters are on the screen again. 

ELENA
(in Spanish)

You know this show? 

Isaiah does not understand her. 

ELENA (CONT’D)
(in English)

You like?  

ISAIAH
Uh --  

He looks at the men in the apartment who stare at him. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
No.  No.   

MAN
(to Julia)

He watches soap operas? 

ANOTHER MAN laughs. 

MAN #2
(in Spanish)

Maybe he paints his toenails, too. 

The other men laugh. 

Isaiah is completely lost, but he knows something is being 
said about him.  

ISAIAH
Maybe I should go.  
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JULIA
No, they’re just saying your choice 
in television is very interesting.   

She throws a dish towel at one of the men. The men laugh. One 
of the men puts his arm on Isaiah’s shoulder. Isaiah laughs, 
too, easing a bit.  

Alberto still watches Isaiah.  

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - NIGHT

Julia and Isaiah exit the apartment. 

ISAIAH
(calling back)

Thank you.  

Julia walks Isaiah down the steps. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Your family. They’re nice.

JULIA
Well, they’re not all family. 

ISAIAH
Could I see you again tomorrow?  

JULIA
Yeah.

He leans in to kiss her again, but before he does, Alberto 
calls out. 

ALBERTO
Julia. 

Isaiah stops. 

JULIA
I have to go. 

She starts back up the steps. 

ISAIAH
I’ll meet you here after school. 

JULIA
No. 
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ISAIAH
What? 

JULIA
Pick me up from school. 

Isaiah knows she is testing him. 

ISAIAH
(beat)

Okay. 

Julia walks into the apartment. 

ALBERTO (O.C.)
(in Spanish)

To talk? 

INT. ISAIAH’S ROOM - DAY

Isaiah looks at a picture of him and his father on a hunting 
trip. A boar lies at their feet.  The phone rings. 

ISAIAH
(in the phone)

Hello? 

EXT. JENNINGS HOME - DAY

Fitz is getting ready to leave as TWO OLD MARINES are picking 
him up. Isaiah comes out the door. 

ISAIAH
Pops is out. 

FITZ
Good for him. 

ISAIAH
He needs someone to pick him up, 
and Mom’s not here. 

FITZ
Don’t kid yourself. She wouldn’t 
have gone anyway. And you’d be 
smart if you found something else 
to do, too. 

Fitz gets into the car and leaves with the Marines. 
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EXT. COUNTY DETENTION CENTER - DAY

Pershing walks out. Isaiah is waiting for him outside. 
Pershing looks around.

ISAIAH
I’m the only one who came. 

PERSHING
Well, that’s all that matters. 

ISAIAH
It’s good to see you. I tried 
seeing you in there. Did they tell 
you? 

PERSHING
No, but that ain’t surprising. They 
don’t tell you nothing in there. 
Just tried to get me to tell them 
stuff. But they didn’t get nothing 
out of me.

(beat)
How’d you get here, anyway?  

Isaiah holds up the keys. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
(smiling)

You little shit. 

INT. PERSHING’S TRUCK - DAY

Pershing starts the truck. 

ISAIAH
I’m glad you’re out, Pops. 

PERSHING
That makes two of us. Now let’s go. 
Jake and Mikey are waiting for us. 

ISAIAH
What? Why?  

PERSHING
We’re going to get us some 
illegals, that’s why.  We broke 
away from ABM. We’re starting our 
own militia group. 
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Pershing starts to back out. 

ISAIAH
(beat)

I don’t think I want to go on 
patrol no more. 

Pershing stops the truck. 

PERSHING
What? That’s nonsense. That’s fear 
talking, that’s all. 

ISAIAH
No, Pops. It’s like you with 
Grandpa. You didn’t want to be a 
Marine. You wanted to ranch. Well, 
I don’t want to round up people 
crossing no more.  

PERSHING
Get out. 

ISAIAH
What? 

PERSHING
Get the hell out of my truck. 

ISAIAH
No, Pops, I -- 

PERSHING
Get out!

He leans across and pushes Isaiah’s door open. 

Isaiah does not move. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Get the fuck out! 

Pershing pushes him and kicks him until Isaiah finally falls 
out of the truck onto the ground. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
I don’t need no coward for a son. 

Pershing peels away, leaving Isaiah on the ground. 
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EXT. PATAGONIA FOOTHILLS - SINKHOLE ARIZONA - DAY

Isaiah is shooting, shattering bottles. The glass flies down 
the sinkhole. 

RONNIE (O.C.)
I knew you’d be here. 

Isaiah turns and shoots a round in the direction where the 
voice came, above Ronnie’s head. 

RONNIE (CONT’D)
Shit. Be careful, Man. 

ISAIAH
Go away.  

RONNIE
What? 

ISAIAH
Go. I don’t want you here. 

RONNIE
Fuck you. 

Ronnie starts to leave. 

RONNIE (CONT’D)
Oh, and in case you didn’t 
remember, my dad took off this 
morning. 

Ronnie starts to walk away. 

ISAIAH
Oh, shit, man, I’m sorry. I forgot. 
I’m sorry. I just -- 

RONNIE
That’s all right. I heard about 
your dad.

ISAIAH
Yeah. 

RONNIE
He’ll get off.  

ISAIAH
He already did. 
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RONNIE
Well, that’s great. Then 
everything’s all right, then, 
right? 

ISAIAH
Yeah, it’s all all right. 

RONNIE
(beat)

I brought us something. 

He takes a bottle of Boone’s Farm Strawberry wine out of his 
backpack. 

RONNIE (CONT’D)
My mom’s finest. 

EXT. SINKHOLE - NIGHT

The sun has started to go down. Two bottles of Boone’s Farm 
Strawberry wine are gone. Isaiah is nearly falling asleep. 

RONNIE
(turning the bottle in his 
hand)

My mom has this every night before 
she goes out to the bars. Boy is 
she going to be pissed tonight. 

ISAIAH
Before she goes out to drink she 
gets drunk? 

RONNIE
Not drunk, but she has a couple. 
Then it doesn’t cost her so much. 
She can buy a couple of beers at 
the bars and she’s good to go. 

Ronnie takes another gulp. 

RONNIE (CONT’D)
It tastes like Leslie Wicker’s lip 
gloss. 

ISAIAH
Like you know. 
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RONNIE
I do.  I kissed her yesterday. I 
think she felt bad for me when she 
heard about my dad. She let me feel 
her tits, too - just on top, 
though, not under her shirt.

Isaiah is dozing off. 

RONNIE (CONT’D)
We can call her to come over to my 
house later.  My mom’s working 
tonight.  Maybe she’ll let you, 
too, if we tell her about your dad. 

Isaiah is now ready to nod off completely. 

RONNIE (CONT’D)
Come on. Let’s call Leslie.  She’s 
been hanging at lunch with that new 
illegal, Julia.  Maybe she’ll come 
over, too. 

Isaiah sits straight up, awake now.  

ISAIAH
Oh, shit! 

Isaiah gets up. 

RONNIE
Where you going? 

ISAIAH
Nowhere. I just forgot. 

Isaiah runs and jumps on his bike.

RONNIE
Forgot what? 

ISAIAH
Nothing. 

RONNIE
(calling after him)

You’re sure as hell going fast for 
nothing! 

As Isaiah rides away. 
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EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - NIGHT

Julia has the Gabriel Garcia Marquez painting on the easel, 
but this time is just throwing paint at it, Jackson Pollock 
style. She is fuming. 

ISAIAH 
Hey! Don’t do that! 

Julia turns and throws paint at him. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Hey!  

She throws more paint at him, but he ducks this time. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Come on! 

More paint. It hits him this time. 

JULIA
That is for me thinking you were 
different! 

More paint. Whack! 

JULIA (CONT’D)
That is for me believing you would 
show up! 

Whack! Isaiah is just letting the paint hit him as he gets 
closer and closer to her.  

JULIA (CONT’D)
That is for me believing you liked 
the music...

Whack!

JULIA (CONT’D)
...and the book...  

Whack!

JULIA (CONT’D)
...and my family...
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Whack! Whack! Whack! 

ISAIAH
I do! I do! I like your family and 
the music and the book! And I like 
you. 

She softens a moment. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
More than anyone I’ve ever met. 

Julia still holds her paintbrush up, but she does not throw 
more paint. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
I think I might even love you. 

JULIA
Then why didn’t you come? 

ISAIAH
Ronnie’s dad took off. He needed a 
friend. I just lost track of time. 

JULIA
You were with Ronnie? 

ISAIAH
Yeah. And my dad -- I just fucked 
up, that’s all.

JULIA
Did you tell them that you were 
coming to see me? 

Isaiah looks at Julia. He knows he does not have the right 
answer. 

ISAIAH
No. 

She turns away. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
It ain’t that I won’t.  I just -- 

JULIA
You just what? Peek over your 
shoulder to make sure no one sees 
you with me? You think that’s love? 
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ISAIAH
What am I supposed to do? My dad 
hunts people like you. Ronnie’s 
dad’s leaving because of people 
like you. 

JULIA
People like me? 

Julia runs upstairs, crying. 

ISAIAH
Julia, wait! 

But she is gone. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Fuck! Fuck!  

He runs up the steps. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
Julia!

But before he gets to the top, Alberto opens the door and 
steps out. 

Isaiah turns and goes back down. 

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT ROAD - NIGHT

Isaiah rides. He has nowhere to go. So he just rides more and 
more. 

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT ROAD - NIGHT

Isaiah spots his father’s and Jake’s trucks on the side of 
the road.  They’re empty. 

He hears voices and follows them down a hill. They are 
becoming clearer. He can recognize his father’s voice. 

PERSHING (O.C)
Keep going. 

Isaiah gets closer. 

Pershing and Jake have theirs guns pointed at a LATINO 
COUPLE. The woman is very pregnant. She slips and falls. 
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JAKE
Get up. 

The woman is sobbing. Mikey has a gun, too, but he is keeping 
a few steps back. 

ISAIAH
Pops?

Pershing turns around. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
What are you doing? 

JAKE
What’s it look like we’re doing? 
We’re marching these ‘Spics back 
where they belong. 

MIKEY
Yeah, they think they can come 
across and drop their baby on our 
soil. 

The pregnant woman falls again. She can’t get back up. 

PERSHING
I knew you’d come around.  

He looks at the woman. 

ISAIAH
Yeah, Pops. Of course I did. But 
why don’t we put them in your truck 
and drive them across? 

PERSHING
Right. They’d stop us at the 
checkpoint. You want me to end up 
back in jail? 

MIKEY
He probably does so he can fuck his 
little Mexi-Ho some more. 

PERSHING
What did you say?  

(to Isaiah)
What’s he talking about? 
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ISAIAH
Nothing. Shut up, Mikey. 

MIKEY
He’s got a Tijuana Titty. Julia 
Delgado. My dad and I, we almost 
hit him leaving her place the other 
night. 

JAKE
Is that what he was doing there? 

PERSHING
Why, you little shit. 

Pershing starts up after him with his gun. Isaiah turns and 
runs. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Get the hell back here. 

Pershing runs after Isaiah but he is no match for his son. 

He comes back down the hill. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
He took my truck. 

(to Jake)
I’m taking yours. You keep them 
moving. Mikey, come with me. Show 
me where this girl lives. 

INT. PERSHING’S TRUCK - NIGHT

Isaiah drives the truck. 

EXT. JULIA’S APARTMENT BUILDING - NIGHT

Isaiah leaves the truck running and runs up the steps to 
Julia’s apartment. He bangs on the door. No one comes. He 
bangs again. He tries the door. It is open. 

INT. JULIA’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Isaiah enters. It seems empty. 

A scream comes from the back bedroom. 
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INT. JULIA’S APARTMENT - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Isaiah runs in.  Elena is on the bed, in labor. Alberto spots 
him first. 

ALBERTO
(in Spanish)

Get out!

Alberto beelines it toward him.

Eugenie turns. 

EUGENIE
Isaiah? 

Alberto stops.

ALBERTO
You know him? 

EUGENIE
He’s my son. 

ISAIAH
It’s Pops. 

Julia comes out of the bathroom with a wet towel. 

JULIA
What’s going on? 

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

Isaiah and Alberto help Elena down the steps. Julia and 
Eugenie are ahead of them. 

EUGENIE
Go to my car. 

ISAIAH
No, take the truck. There’s more 
room. 

Julia runs as Jake’s pickup pulls in. Pershing is driving. 
Mikey is in the passenger seat. Pershing gets out of the 
truck and storms toward Isaiah. 

PERSHING
You lying coward. 
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Pershing slaps Isaiah and Isaiah falls. Elena nearly falls 
with him, but Alberto holds her up.  She lets out a scream. 
Another contraction is coming. 

JULIA
Mami!

Pershing turns and sees Julia in his truck as Eugenie gets 
out and runs to Isaiah. Pershing starts toward Julia. 

PERSHING
Get out of my truck, you whore. You 
think you can fool my son? 

Alberto helps Elena to the ground as Isaiah brushes off 
Eugenie and stands. Eugenie checks on Elena.

PERSHING (CONT’D)
You little bitch! 

Alberto steps in front of Pershing. 

ALBERTO
Don’t you dare. 

A WOMAN looks out one of the apartment building’s windows. 

PERSHING
Let me guess? You’re the virus that 
spawned her.  Well, it’s only fair 
then that you should go first. 

Pershing nods at Mikey and he gets out of the truck and 
stands beside Pershing. Alberto looks at both of them.  But 
then, Isaiah walks up and stands beside Alberto. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
(to Isaiah)

What the hell are you doing? 

ISAIAH
Making it even numbers this time. 

PERSHING
You little shit.

Mikey puts his hand on his gun. 

MIKEY
I wouldn’t exactly call it even. 
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Pershing notices Eugenie who is tending to Elena on the 
ground. 

PERSHING
What do you think you’re doing? 

EUGENIE
This baby is coming out shoulder 
first.  I need to maneuver it or 
both of them could die. 

PERSHING
Then let them. It’s God’s way of 
helping us cleanse this place. 

Eugenie keeps helping Elena. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
Leave her alone I said. 

EUGENIE
You’re going to have to shoot me to 
get me to do that.    

Pershing puts his hand on his gun. 

PERSHING
Don’t think I won’t.   

Eugenie ignores him and keeps on working with Elena.  

Pershing pulls his gun and points it at Eugenie. 

PERSHING (CONT’D)
You ain’t delivering that baby 
here. 

ISAIAH
(screams)

What are you doing?

PERSHING
I told you to stop delivering that 
god damned anchor baby.  

Eugenie keeps going.  Alberto starts to move toward Pershing, 
but Mikey pulls a gun on him. 

ISAIAH
Please, Pops, please. Stop it.  Put 
the gun away. 
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Eugenie keeps doing what she’s doing. 

PERSHING
I’ll give you to three, Genie. 
Three, Two...

Isaiah steps in front of him, between the gun and Eugenie, 
but Pershing moves his gun and points it at Elena instead. 

A gun shot rings out. 

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

Julia is pointing a gun out the window of Eugenie’s car.  
Pershing falls. 

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

Julia sits in the back of the squad car as the DEPUTY talks 
to Isaiah in another car. Isaiah cannot stop looking at Julia 
but Julia simply looks in the distance, unable to look at 
anyone. 

The Deputy finishes with Isaiah and lets him go. Isaiah gets 
out of the car, but as he does the other Sheriff car pulls 
away with Julia in it. 

Mikey is being placed into another Sheriff’s car, cuffed. 

Pershing’s covered body is being loaded into the coroner’s 
van. 

EXT. CEMETERY - DAY

Isaiah, Eugenie, Fitz, Ronnie, and only a few others dressed 
in black gather around the burial site. A REVEREND reads from 
the book of Isaiah. 

REVEREND
And The LORD spoke to me with his 
strong hand upon me, warning me not 
to follow the way of this people. 
He said, "Do not call conspiracy 
everything that these people call 
conspiracy; do not fear what they 
fear, and do not dread it. 

(MORE)
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The LORD Almighty is the one you 
are to regard as holy, he is the 
one you are to fear, he is the one 
you are to dread.

I’m warning you! Don’t act like 
these people. Don’t call something 
a rebellious plot, just because 
they do, and don’t be afraid of 
something, just because they are.” 

INT. JENNINGS HOME - DAY

The same people from the cemetery gather at the house. 

INT. JENNINGS HOME - ISAIAH’S ROOM - DAY

Isaiah sits on his bed, listening to the voices outside of 
his room.  

VOICE  (O.C.)
This is why we have to guard our 
borders. 

EXT. ARIZONA DESERT ROAD - DAY

Isaiah rides his bike. 

EXT. EMPTY LOT - DAY

Isaiah scours through the garbage until he finds his shoes. 

INT. BORDER PATROL OFFICE - DAY

Isaiah walks in with his shoes. Watson is talking with 
another officer and then he spots Isaiah. 

WATSON
(to the officer)

Just a minute. 

INT. COUNTY DETENTION CENTER - DAY

Eugenie walks in and goes to the front desk. 

REVEREND (CONT'D)
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INT. COUNTY DETENTION CENTER - BACK - DAY

Eugenie is buzzed through. Isaiah is sitting on the benches. 
She runs to him and holds him. He cries. 

ISAIAH
I should have said something. When 
I saw it happen, I should have told 
someone. I’m sorry. I’m so sorry. 

Eugenie cries as well. 

Watson comes out with the Sheriff. 

SHERIFF
We’re not charging him with 
anything.

EUGENIE
Oh, thank God.

SHERIFF
Take him home. 

INT. EUGENIE’S CAR - DAY

Eugenie drives as Isaiah looks out the window. 

ISAIAH
Can we stop? 

EXT. JULIA’S APARTMENT BUILDING - DAY

Isaiah gets out of the car. 

EUGENIE
You want me to go with you? 

Isaiah shakes his head. He walks to the top of the steps. The 
door is ajar. 

INT. JULIA’S APARTMENT - DAY

Isaiah walks in. A PAINTER is painting the walls. He plays 
music on Julia’s old CD player. 

ISAIAH
That ain’t yours. 
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The painter turns to look at Isaiah. 

PAINTER
I was just using it. 

ISAIAH
Where was the CD that was in it? 

The painter gets off of his ladder. 

THE PAINTER
This?

It’s the Andean music CD. 

ISAIAH
Yeah. 

PAINTER
Here take it. 

He takes his CD out of the player and hands it to Isaiah. 

PAINTER (CONT’D)
There’s more stuff out by the 
garbage. 

INT. JULIA’S ROOM - DAY

Pieces of tape remain on the walls where the posters once 
hung. 

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - BACK - DAY

He looks through the boxes. The paintings are there as well. 

EXT. JENNINGS HOME - DAY

Isaiah carries out a box from the house and takes it to the 
trunk of Eugenie’s car. The trunk is already full with 
suitcases. 

ISAIAH
I don’t think it’s going to fit, 
Mom! 
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EUGENIE
If it doesn’t fit, we don’t need 
it. Throw it out. 

Isaiah puts the box beside an already growing pile of 
garbage, including the Arizona Border Militia framed emblem. 

INT. JENNINGS HOME - DAY

The house is nearly empty. 

EUGENIE
You know you can come with us. 

FITZ
This is my home. 

EUGENIE
You were never waiting for any 
part, were you? 

EXT. JENNINGS HOME - DAY

Isaiah is talking to Ronnie. A car sits, parked. 

ISAIAH
Hey, Mr. Hynes. 

Isaiah waves to MR. HYNES, sitting in the car. MR. HYNES 
waves back. 

ISAIAH (CONT’D)
So much for all of us sticking 
together, eh? 

RONNIE
Yeah. You hear anymore about her? 

ISAIAH
Just that they sent her back. But 
it wasn’t cause of what she did. 
Guess her dad carried drugs across 
once, when he was nineteen, he got 
caught.

RONNIE
Jesus. Well, that serves them 
right, I guess. 
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ISAIAH
No, man, no. They’re good people. I 
might have done the same thing if I 
was him. Coming where he came from. 

RONNIE
Shit, yeah. I suppose. What about 
the baby? 

ISAIAH
Turns out there ain’t no such thing 
as an anchor baby. He can come back 
when he’s eighteen, but they can’t. 

MR. HYNES
Ron! We got to go! 

RONNIE
Yeah, all right. 

Ronnie and Isaiah hug an awkward boy hug. 

RONNIE (CONT’D)
See you around. 

ISAIAH
Yeah. If you’re ever in Wisconsin. 

Ronnie and Mr. Hynes drive off. Eugenie comes out. 

EUGENIE
You ready? 

ISAIAH
Yeah. 

Isaiah walks up to Fitz. 

FITZ
You forgot these. 

Fitz has his guns. 

ISAIAH
No, I didn’t. 

Isaiah hugs him and then walks out and joins Eugenie in the 
car. The paintings fill the back seat. 

EUGENIE
Oh, here. 
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ISAIAH
What’s this for? 

EUGENIE
Your birthday. 

ISAIAH
Oh, yeah, it is, isn’t it? 

He opens it. It is the book, Love in the Time of Cholera. 

EUGENIE
I saw you got one of his other 
books from the library. 

She pulls out The Corps from the backseat of the car. It’s 
cover is ripped and One Hundred Years of Solitude can be seen 
underneath. She takes off the cover. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
No more hiding. For any of us. 

ISAIAH
Thanks, Mom. But I never finished 
that one. I’m not sure I want to. 

EUGENIE
Read the cover. 

He reads the cover of Love in the Time of Cholera. Then he 
looks at his mother again and then takes out the medallion in 
his pocket. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
I’ll help you find her someday. 

Eugenie starts the car and Isaiah turns on the CD player. 
Andean music rings out. 

EUGENIE (CONT’D)
But let’s go return this first. 

Isaiah nods. `

They pull out, the Andean music blaring out the windows.

FADE OUT.
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